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Rating System

Grade Level

To quickly convey the overall quality of a
book, a rating appears in boldface type after
the bibliographical information.

Considerations:
• The intended reader's approximate grade
level appears immediately after the rating.

*

Exceptional quality or merit. The asterisk is used sparingly and only in cases
where the book deserves special
recognition.

• When the reviewer believes that a particular book will appeal to a wide range of
readers, no upper limit is indicated.

A

Excellence. Books that receive a rating
of A will add strength to a library and
should find wide acceptance among
young readers.

• Many books, including picture books, find
a favorable reader response far beyond
the reading level indicated by the vocabulary, treatment of subject, or format.

B

Recommended for libraries that need
additional books in a specific subject
area. Generally books with a rating of
B are dependable, if not outstanding.

C

NR

Will have appeal for some readers
despite significant shortcomings.
Should be purchased only after careful
consideration.
Not recommended .

Book Classification

Book classification follows the grade level.
Books are given a two-letter code, indicating
the genre of the particular book.

FI

Fiction

BI

Biography

PB

Picture book

PT

Poetry

NF

Nonfiction

Children's Book and Play Review (CBPR) is published five times annually, once every two

months from September through June, by Brigham Young University' s Department of Teacher
Education, Department of Theatre and Media Arts, and Harold B. Lee Library. Statements and
opinions of CBPR are the responsibilities of the authors and reviewers and do not necessarily
reflect views, constitute endorsement, or set policy of The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints or Brigham Young University.
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The Waldo M. and Grace C. Bonderman
IUPUI National Youth Theatre
Playwriting Development Workshop
by Nancy Hovasse
Assistant Professor, Department of Theatre
University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign
The Waldo M. and Grace C. Bonderman
Indiana
University-Purdue
University,
Indianapolis (IUPUI) Youth Theatre Playwriting
Workshop has become a primary source for
playwrights seeking opportunities and resources
to develop new work. This biennial event brings
together not only established and novice
playwrights but also dramaturgs, directors, actors,
producers and publishers-all dedicated to the
creation of challenging new works for young
people. In addition, the event provides an
opportunity for those interested in youth theatre to
participate in invigorating discussion about the
future of theatre for children and young adults and
to develop new plays through a series of panels
and discussions hosted by some of the most
accomplished individuals in the field.
In 1984, Dr. Dorothy Webb, professor of
theatre at IUPUI, founded the first IUPUI
National Children's Theatre Playwriting
Competition with the generous support of Melvin
Simon & Associates, Incorporated, and colleagues
at IUPUI and around the country. In 1986, the
second play development workshop took place
with the continued support of IUPUI, as well as
the Indiana Arts Commission, the Indiana
Committee for the Humanities, the Children's
Theatre Foundation, the Indiana Theatre
Association, and the Penrod Society. The
workshop ended with an exciting symposium of
panel discussions that set the course for future
workshops. In 1993, Janet Allen, artistic director
of the Indiana Repertory Theatre, became
involved with the project, and in 1997 she joined
IUPUI as a full partner in producing this event.
The focus of the playwriting workshop is the
development of new scripts, chosen on a
competitive basis. Scripts intended for young
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audiences (third grade through high school) are
solicited from across the United States and
Canada. To be eligible, scripts should be
unpublished and have a minimum performance
length of 45 minutes. Plays that include music
may be submitted, but no musicals. The selection
process involves sending eligible scripts to a
panel of distinguished preliminary judges, who
are professionals in the field of youth theatre.
Each play is read by at least two judges, who not
only rank the play, but also provide thoughtful
feedback to the playwright. When reactions to a
particular script differ, it is submitted to a third
judge for further review. The candidates are then
narrowed to eleven scripts, which are submitted to
a new panel of judges. The field is eventually
narrowed to four plays.
During the first few years of the competition,
the winning script was awarded a fully staged
production, while three semifinalists received
rehearsed readings-directed by respected leaders
in the field. This year, four plays out of 101
eligible scripts will be selected to receive a sevenday development workshop before each play is
presented in a polished reading at the eighth
Playwriting Workshop to be held at the Indiana
Repertory Theatre in Indianapolis, 8-11 April
1999. In addition to this development work, cash
awards of$l,OOO will be presented to each of the
four winning playwrights. Ten finalists will also
receive awards and will have excerpts from their
plays presented in a rehearsed reading during the
symposium. An annotated list of plays receiving
high evaluations will be published in the
American Alliance for Theatre and Education
newsletter and sent to both colleges and
professional companies that have indicated
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interest in producing new scripts for young
audiences.
For the four winning playwrights, the process
of script development will begin prior to their
arrival in Indianapolis, with interaction with a
director and dramaturg, chosen by Webb, whose
skills support the needs of their particular works.
Acting as sounding boards, these artistic teams
will help the playwrights to clarify and advance
their scripts based on the feedback supplied by the
competition judges. Once in Indianapolis, these
same artistic teams will cast the plays and work
with professional actors and continue
development of the script for an entire week. At
the end of the week, the scripts will be performed
in staged readings for young audiences and
symposium attendees, who will be invited to offer
feedback.
In 1997, five winners were selected,
including Drop by Dano Madden, Reliable Junk
by Ric Averill, Home Safe by Ellen Cooper, The
Riddling Child by John Urquhart, and The
Wonderfol Machine by Colleen Neuman. In
addition to the development of these new plays,
the symposium provided workshops with some of
the most respected leaders in this field, including
"Creative Work in Light of Educational
Imperatives" with Janet Allen of the Indiana
Repertory, James Larson, the artistic director of
Omaha Theatre Company, and Moses Goldberg,
artistic director of Stage One; and "Speaking the
Unspoken: A Look at How Those in the
Profession of Theatre for Young Audiences Can
Engage in a Meaningful Discourse about Their
Work," led by Suzan Zeder, playwright and
professor at University of Texas, Austin,
Professor Lowell Swortzell of New York
University, and Peter Brosius, the artistic director
of Minneapolis Children's Theatre; and "A Town
Meeting," with Dana Singer, the author of The
Stage Writers Handbook, playwright James Still,
and Janet Allen.
Judy Matetzschk, artistic director of Project
Interact at the Zachary Scott Theatre in Austin,
Texas and a regular participant as judge and
dramaturg for IVPVI, said of Dorothy Webb and
the playwrighting,
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It is important to our field because it keeps its
focus squarely on the play and the writer
throughout the event itself. It is wholly about the
furthering of the script, with writer, dramaturg
and director working as a team to take the play to
the next level of development, whatever that
might mean. Dorothy Webb really understands
that every work is unique and that every writer
has a different way of working and realizing their
very unique voice. She structures the work of the
teams with those unique needs and talents in
mind. The event is a major success because
Dorothy has so effectively modeled for us what it
is to be a gracious host and talented
facilitator/mid-wife to the playwrights process.

(The IUPUIIIRT National Youth Theatre
Playwriting Development Workshop was held
April 8-11, 1999, in Indianapolis, IN For
information on future workshops, contact Dr.
Dorothy Webb, IUPUI Youth Theatre Playwriting
Workshop, 425 Univ. Blvd. Suite 309,
Indianapolis, IN 46202. Tel:317-274-0566 FAX:
371-278-1025)
Waldo M. and Grace C. Bonderman IVPVI
National Youth Theatre Playwriting Competition
Winners
(source: Award Winning Plays from the
Playwrights Network of the American Alliance
for Theatre and Education - no author, no date)
1983
Hallelujah Hopscotch by Rachel C. Burchard;
12 speaking roles, extras. With only 3 adult
roles, Hallelujah Hopscotch is a play to be
performed by children. Hallelujah Hopscotch,
a nonconformist fairy, is abandoned in a
backyard, where she must adjust to the ways
of human children and depend on their
imaginations
for existence. The play
combines dance, music, and the charm of
children in major roles. Contact: Dramatic
Publishing.
Runner-up:
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Thirteen Bells ofBoglewood by Max Bush; 1
act, 4m, 3f, 1 set. Casey Smith hires a young
companion named Brian to help him find
gold in a forest he has just purchased. In their
search they confront the Hideous Spuggans,
guardians of the hill treasure; Lara, queen of
the faeries; and the enigmatic Bogle himself.
In this play, contemporary reality merges
with traditional fairy tale motifs. For Brian,
the events are a rite of passage from a naive
childhood to a much larger universe. Contact:
Anchorage Press.

1987
Becca by Wendy Kesselman, musical
arrangements by Michael Starobin; 1b, Ig. 4
animals and 5 or more creatures of the Closet,
I set. Becca is a powerful exploration of the
inner journey of Jonathon and his little sister,
Becca. Through music and dialogue, we see
a mix of fantasy and reality in the world
through the eyes of children-a world full of
mystery, dreams, and love; but also a world
where the need for control sometimes results
in the loss of freedom, abuse of power, and
abandonment of responsibility. Contact:
Anchorage Press.
The Kimchi Kid by Joanna Kraus; 2 acts, 6m,
7w, 5b, 19, doubling possible, area staging. A
contemporary drama based on the adoption of
a 9 year-old Asian-American boy. To which
country does he belong, his native Korea or
an unfamiliar America? How can he be loyal
to both vivid memories of one world's battle
and the disturbing culture of another? This is
the story of a boy who learns it is possible to
have two homes in his heart and make an
adoption into a family. Contact: New Plays,

Inc.

Remus Tales by Stanley Longman; 4m or f,
single set. A story theatre adaptation of Joel
Chandler Harris' tale of the same name. Brer
Terrapin has the two zombie-like creatures,
Brer Bear and Brer Fox, set the stage as the
Big Road. Brer Rabbit comes along, wakes
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the big critters from their lethargy, and plays
pranks on them until they get mighty mean.
Bear and Fox try everything to outwit Rabbit
and Terrapin, but Rabbit and Terrapin finally
play one last trick that strikes Bear and Fox
dumb. Then Brer Terrapin has the two critters
take the set back apart. Contact: Anchorage
Press.
The Silver Saucer by Sandra Asher; 1 act, 2m,
4w, area staging, folk songs, flute required.
Orphaned and ill, Prince Alexis leads a
protected, isolated life. A magic saucer that
shows him the world beyond his palace
torments him with the sight of all he cannot
have. At his request, his grandmother sets out
to give the saucer away. She settles on gentle
Tanya as the recipient, but the saucer's magic
tantalizes Tanya's jealous sisters, who plot to
kill her. The greater magic of Alexis's love
and longing, expressed in his flute song,
reunites and heals both families. Contact:
playwright-721 S. Weller Ave., Springfield,
MO 65802; (417) 865-8234.

1989
Remember My Name by Joanna Kraus;
(previously titled The Devil's Orphan); 2
acts, 5m, 5w, area staging. A young girl's
survival in wartime France and the courage of
those who protect her from the Nazi
Holocaust. Apart from her parents, her
heritage, and her name, the young girl
matures from a sheltered child to a
determined adolescent who fights for her
country-and her life. Nearly caught by
Nazis, she is befriended by a village priest, a
war widow, and members of the Maquis (or
underground resistance). Inspired by
historical accounts of Le Chambon-surLignon. Contact: Samuel French.
Journey to the Light by Sarah Schlesinger and
David Evans; no information available.
Contact: playwright, 7-13 Washington Square
N., Apt. 57B, New York, NY 10003; (212)
777-7617.
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The Man Child by Arnold Rabin; 2 acts, 6m,
4f, interior sets. The road to manhood is not
easy, but it certainly can be funny. In this
touching account of the days preceding

Allen's Bar Mitzvah, it seems that everything

that can go wrong does. His new suit is late
and a lie puts him at odds with his mother.
Wise old Mrs. Wishnefsky, Allan's
grandmother and the narrator of the play,
guides us through the story of a young boy
who learns to conquer adversity in order to
become a man. Contact: Baker's Plays.

A Woman Called Truth by Sandra Fenichel
Asher; 1 and 2 act scripts available, 3m, 3w,
area staging, folk music and spirituals. The
words of Sojourner Truth reverberate over a
century to speak to us about racism and
sexism today. The play celebrates the life of
this remarkable woman from the day she is
sold away from her family, through her
struggle to free herself and her son, and to her
emergence as a popular and respected speaker
for abolition and women's rights. An
ASSITEJ Outstanding Play for Young
Audiences. Contact: Dramatic Publishing.

1991
Amber Waves by James Still; 1 act, 3m, 3w,
(includes 3 young people), unit set. Amber
Waves depicts a year in the life of a
contemporary farm family as they struggle
with financial and spiritual despair, while
trying to hold on to their farm and to each
other. Twelve-year-old Deb and 16-year-old
Scott face their family's uncertain future with
humor and honesty. Although the play offers
no easy solution, the Olson family triumph in
their ability to heal and face their crisis
together. Contact: Samuel French.
Paper Lanterns, Paper Cranes by Brian Kral;
2 acts, 3m, 2w, 3b, 5g, some doubling, 1 set.
In a Hiroshima hospital in the 1950s, two
Japanese girls discover that they have been
admitted as patients suffering from "A-bomb
illness." In spite of the optimism and
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encouragement of her new friend, Sadako,
Kyushu resists the attempts of hospital
physicians to help her. With Sadako's death,
Kyushu finds the strength to persist and
recover.
Contact:
pla)'Might-7709
Sparrowgate Ave., Las Vegas, NY 89131;
(702) 656-7409.
Rachel's Night by Julie E. Brinker; 1 act, 3m,
5 f, unit set. Rachel's leukemia is in
remission, but she is having a, hard time
fitting back into a normal routine of school
and home. Her struggle is seen through a
series of surrealistic dreams that include her
days in the hospital, battles with Leukemia
Guerrillas, and confrontations between her
parents. Contact: unavailable.
Totty, Young Eleanor Roosevelt by Sharon
Whitney; 1 woman, 4 girls, extras optional,
suggested sets. A fearful Eleanor is sent to
school in England, where she meets the
eloquent headmistress Mlle. Souvestre and
girls with strong opinions. Gradually the girls
warm to her shy innocence, but volatile Jane
controls her. There is a humiliating
showdown between the two at a party, but
Eleanor rises beyond her failure to plead for
fairness for her nemesis, Jane. Jane is lost, but
Eleanor gains a new maturity under the wise
eyes of Mlle. Souvestre. Contact: Anchorage
Press.

1993
And the Tide Shall Cover the Earth by Norma
Cole; 2m, 2w, Ib, 3g, suggested set. We are in
the world of the lakes and dams of the
Tennessee
Valley
Authority.
The
hydroelectric dam at Wolf Creek is finished
and closed, and heavy rains lift the levels of
the new lake. Soon water will cover the lands
and farms long since purchased, and people
must move to new towns. Only Granny,
determined to keep her promise to her man in
the graveyard, and her granddaughter Geneva,
who is just as determined they will leave, are
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locked in a contest of "the stubborns."
Contact: Anchorage Press.

themselves and each other. Contact: New
Plays, Inc.

Another Columbus by Barry Kornhauser;
act, 2m, If, 1m or f, minimal set, commedialike masks. In 1493, Diego, the son of
Christopher Columbus, is serving as a page in
the Royal Court of Spain. Here he presents a
crude theatrical recounting his own small
adventure: Escaping the monastery where his
father had "abandoned" him, Diego attempts
to stowaway on the Santa Maria. Instead, he
inadvertently boards a Jewish exile ship,
where his story becomes entwined with that
of a young Jewish girl. And so begins an
unanticipated journey of discovery. Contact:
playwright-404 Atkins Ave., Lancaster, PA
17603; (717) 397-167l.

1995
Alex and the Shrink World by Ric Averill; 1
act, 5m, 5f, 2m or f, one two-level set, two
incidental songs written by playwright, sound
tape available. Alex is having trouble
adjusting to his baby sister, Tracy. He begins
to daydream, leaving the real world of his
parents and teacher to play in a "shrink
world" populated by comical ants, roaches,
and a ring-leading mouse. The shrink world is
fun until King Brown, a nasty spider,
threatens Tracy. Alex's parents take him to a
child psychiatrist, who helps him cope with
his emotions. Contact: playwright-2 Winona
Ave., Lawrence, KS 66046; (913) 842-6622.

Garden ofthe Witch by Brian Williams; 1 act,
2m, 3f, 1 set. Tod, the new teenager in town,
is infatuated with Alison, the sunbathing
beauty from next door. She reluctantly lets
Tod join her garage band, when her jealous
and violent boyfriend, Hef, scares away their
guitarist. Watching from her garden is Sybil,
an eccentric Woodstock leftover. She
befriends Tod, but there are mysteries in her
past, revealed all too clearly one calamitous
night. Afterwards her herb garden lies in
ruins, one teenager is in the hospital, and Tod
has learned something about the true meaning
of friendship. Contact: Baker's Plays.

Ghost of the Riverhouse by Max Bush; 1 act,
3 m, 2f, 1 set. After being rejected by her
father, eleven-year-old Jenny and her
grandfather explore the ruins of the old
family homestead. An ancestral ghost haunts
the ruins, protecting the lost fortune and
family secrets buried with it. The Ghost
appears to Jenny, revealing events that
happened long ago, family events that seem
to be recurring in Jenny's present-day life.
Throughout the play, Jenny, aided by her
grandfather, struggles to understand her
heritage, the ghost, herself, and her
increasingly difficult relationship with her
father. Contact: Anchorage Press.

The Prince and the Pauper by Travis Tyre; 1
act, 7m, 5w, suggested settings. Adapted from
the Mark Twain novel, The Prince and the
Pauper is the story of two boys, Edward the
Prince and Tom the Pauper, who come from
homes in which they are neither nurtured nor
understood. When an accidental meeting
offers them the chance to switch clothes and
identities, they find themselves thrust into
each other's world. Their journey, full of
sword fights, adventure, and suspense, leads
them to a new and deeper understanding of
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Selkie by Laurie Brooks Gollobin; 1 act, 3m,
4f, unit set, sound effects. Inspired by
Scottish myths of the seal people, Selkie tells
the story of Ellen Jean, caught between land
and sea, childhood and maturity, as she
unravels her true identity and finds "the
knowin'." With the poetic language of the
Orkney Islands, the sounds of the sea, the
wind, and the haunting cries of the seals,
Selkie is a play that will touch the hearts of
young and old alike. Contact: Anchorage
Press.
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The Wolf and its Shadows by Sandra F enichel
Asher; 1 act, 2m, 1f, with doubling, area
staging. "A wolf and a dog chanced to meet
in the forest." So begins Aesop's fable, and so
begins the journey of this play, in which three
actors use masks and puppets to bring to life
tales from around the world that contrast the
natural wolf to the wolf of human
imagination and superstition. In the end, Wolf
realizes she can never give up her freedom for
the comfort Dog enjoys, and Dog understands
why Wolf is so often misrepresented.
Commissioned by the Omaha Theater
Company for Young People. Contact:
Anchorage Press.

1997
Reliable Junk by Ric Averill; 1 act, 4m, 2f, 3
sets, optional "flying machine." Michael is a
brainy student coming to grips with his
grandfather'S illness. He is functioning poorly
where he used to do well. Michael meets
Harvey Scheetz, a wild and imaginative soul
who is building a "flying machine" for
another cancer victim. From Harvey, Michael
learns that imagination is the key to science
and the healing process as he demonstrates
for Michael the ability of the human soul to
fly above and beyond pain and suffering.
Contact: playwright-2 Winona Ave.,
Lawrence, KS 66046; (913) 842-6622.

Liza can't talk, but she has an extraordinary
ability to solve riddles. Misunderstood, she
lives a reclusive life, but after her father fails
to return home following a flood, it is Liza
who solves the mystery of his disappearance.
In this heart-warming Appalachian adventure,
Liza and her brother, Jacob, match wits with
mischievous ghosts in a musical cave, and
Lisa and her mother gain a new understanding
of the "magic that holds a family together."
Contact: playwright~/o Rita Grauer, P.O.
Box 187, Williams, OR 97544; (541) 8467519.
The WondeifUl Machine by Colleen Neuman;
1 act, 4w, 3m, (lw and 1m play children),
area staging. Ert feels ignored by her parents
and has no friends at school. In her room she
amuses herself with a pile of junk and three
imaginary friends. When Ert's parents invite
Timmy Fibbins over to play, her imaginary
friends leave but come back when Ert
discovers that Timmy is as quirky as she is.
And for a moment, Ert's parents see her pile
of junk the way she sees it-as a machine that
can
do
everything.
Contact:
playwright-7021
Bunker
Hill
Rd.,
Greenleaf, WI 54126; (920) 532-4965.

Home Safe by Ellen Cooper; 1 act, 2w who
play girls aged 12 and 16, unit set. Home Safe
is about two sisters who respond to the
influence of their mother's alcoholism in very
different ways. The play culminates in a final
powerful moment between the two sisters,
revealing both the heart of the conflict and
their fierce attachment to one another. Home
Safe also won the "Best of the Fest" award iri
Seattle's New Playwrights Fest. Contact:
playwright-2822 E. Thomas, Seattle, W A
98112; (206) 328-1476.
The Riddling Child by John Urquhart; 1 act,
6w, 4m, Ib, Ig, doubling possible, unit set.
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Book Reviews

Armstrong, Jennifer. Pockets. Illustrated by Marie
GrandPre. Crown, 1998. ISBN 0-517-70926-0.
$18.99. Unpaginated.

* 3+ PB

age-perhaps adults need its message more than
their children do.

••••

Reviewed by Rachel Welton

A mysterious young woman is lost at the edge
of a small village on the plains. When she is
found the next morning, the villagers decide to
employ her services as a tailor. When they
inquire if she has any sewing skills, she replies
that she can sew countless beautiful, elegant, and
exotic articles of clothing. The villagers tell her
that they don't believe in wearing embellished
clothing; they want her to sew plain, gray dresses
and shirts that won't distract them from their
heavy labor.
The young woman agrees and spends her time
sewing countless numbers of plain, gray clothes.
Soon depressed and discouraged with such
monotony, she devises a secret plan to break the
dreary pace. Turning her own pockets inside-out,
the tailor embroiders intricate designs that tell
stories of far away, exotic places. The pocketpictures seem to come magically alive and allow
the tailor to revisit in her mind the places she has
left behind. Soon she begins to sew these designs
into the clothing of other townspeople. At first,
the pockets meet some rejection, but they soon
begin to transform the town. The villagers
themselves, able to break away from their steady
working pace, discover that there is more to life
than just the bare essentials.
The soft, vibrantly colored illustrations
coupled with an enchanting text give a wonderful
treat, not only to the eye, but also to the soul.
Armstrong reminds us that life cannot be just
about working and surviving; it must be about
dreaming and wondering and loving. A beautiful
book with a message appropriate for any
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Auch, Mary Jane. Frozen Summer. Henry Holt,
1998. ISBN 0-8050-4923-1. $15.95.202 pp.
A 5+ FI

Reviewed by Gabi Kupitz

Twelve-year-old Mem is the eldest child of a
Connecticut farmer who has moved his family to
western New York in 1816 in search of new farm
land. Mem's mother has been reluctant about the
move. Far from the feisty frontier woman, she
misses her family members and their comfortable
life in Connecticut. After she delivers her third
child-disappointingly a daughter for which she
blames herself-she becomes withdrawn. Mem,
who prefers working with her father to being
relegated to womanly tasks, suddenly finds that
she is her baby sister's surrogate mother.
The fate of the crops seems to reflect the
mental and physical health of Mem's mother as
the summer of 1816 turns out to be a "bust" for
farmers because of the unusually cold weather.
The author notes that the weather of the summer
of 1816 was probably influenced by the 1815
eruption of Tambora, a giant volcano in the
southern islands of Indonesia. Likewise, Mem's
mother's mental illness erupted after the family's
move to New York and the birth of a baby girl.
However dark the subject punctuating this story,
it does leave a message of hope. For example,
discouraged farmers pushed further west, opening
up new frontiers, and Mem's family elects to
return to Connecticut and the sheltering love of
relatives. A powerful story of a mother's
declining mental state and its ramifications on
family members at a time when very little was
known of depression.
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••••
Bruchac, Joseph. The Heart of a Chief Dial,
1998. ISBN 0-8037-2276-1. $16.00. 153 pp.
A- 5+ FI

Reviewed by Tom Wright

This unique book, using sixth grader Chris
Nicola as the protagonist, explores various aspects
of life on the Penacook Indian Reservation
without employing a hard edge or cynical view.
As a matter of fact, Chris finds a number of
positive growing experiences in the new school
year. The setting is well chosen in that Chris and
his other reservation cohorts attend school offsite
at a local public school. Bruchac deals with a
number of stereotypical challenges thoughtfully
and allows his characters to come to some natural
resolutions.
Chris finds out rather serendipitously that he
has the gift of leadership. He finds himself
protesting a casino project to be built on "sacred"
ground, and his arguments become the catalyst for
a new solution. He also finds himself the center of
an argument in school over the use of Indian
names for sports teams. These sometimes
hackneyed themes are treated with a fresh, "reallife" integrity by the characters in this book.
Perhaps others might feel the story is too
formulaic (including an alcoholic father in
treatment), but I found the story and the main
character quite intriguing. Bruchac does a good
job of inserting cultural nuances into the story
while still recognizing Chris' nature as a sixth
grader interested in being accepted by his peers
and the opposite sex. All in all, a good read.

••••
Buehner, Caralyn. I Did It, I'm Sorry. Illustrated
by Mark Buehner. Dial, 1998. ISBN 0-80372010-6. $15.99. 32 pp.

* 1-5 PB

Reviewed by Rachael W. Galvez

Created by a husband and wife team from Salt
Lake City, this book uses animal characters and

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol19/iss4/8

silly scenarios to remind children how to behave
with kindness and integrity. It manages to teach
important lessons, while leaving both children and
adults laughing in the aisles. Caralyn Buehner
uses alliteration, pun, exaggeration, and wordplay to make her text tons of fun. Mark Buehner's
illustrations are appropriately playful and include
hidden pictures in each illustration. This book
would make a good gift for any parent or child
and could be used as a starting place for
discussing a variety of values.

••••
Cadnum, Michael. Heat. Penguin, 1998. ISBN 0670-87886-3. $15.99. 196 pp.
B 6+ FI

Reviewed by Wendy Bishop

Bonnie is in the hospital after suffering a
serious diving accident. Bonnie's attitude about
her accident seems a bit reclusive-maybe
because she is afraid to admit she has had a
serious injury. She downplays the bump on her
head, feeling confident she will be back to
practice straight away. Bonnie even lies about her
symptoms while recovering to hasten the doctor's
decision to let her start diving again.
Towards the middle of the book, the reader
meets Bonnie's father and discovers he is facing
criminal charges. Bonnie's parents divorce, and
her father marries his secretary. His motives
become apparent as the facts unfold. However,
Bonnie again finds it hard to face them and
refuses to believe her father has done anything
wrong.
It takes several chapters to describe the
hospital and its staff, making the storyline drag a
bit, but the author's descriptions of places and
people fit his writing style, which he describes at
the end of the book: "I don't plan my novels in
great detail. I [just] sit down to write very
morning [not knowing] what will happen. I have
the feeling the world of my characters is waiting
to be discovered."
For those interested in diving, this book may
be very interesting, but most reader will find that
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Bonnie does not seem to change much over the
course of the book.

••••
Carbone, Elisa Lynn. Stealing Freedom. Knopf,
1998. ISBN 0-697-89307-5. $17.00. 258 pp.
* 5+ FI

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

Born the daughter of a slave mother and a free
father, Ann Maria Weems enjoys the warmth of a
loving family. Despite the hard work from
morning until night and inhumane treatment, Ann
is happy because of her family's close
relationships. All this is destroyed when her
brothers are sold South. After her father solicits
the help of an abolitionist, her mother and sister
have their freedom purchased, but their master
will not sell Ann. Her family assures her that they
will not rest until they are able to buy her
freedom. However, she understands the
temperament of her heartless master well enough
to know that she will never be allowed freedom.
The despair and loneliness Ann feels subsides as
she tries to make a new life for herself. When she
least expects it, she is "kidnapped" by an
abolitionist and begins a ride on the underground
railroad. Despite a few close calls, she is
successful in obtaining her freedom in Canada.
Ann Maria Weems was a real person. The
research done on this book is impressive. Not only
does the author live in Maryland where Ann lived,
she also reenacted many of Ann's experiences,
such as traveling to Canada by train following
Ann's route. Rather than travel in a sleeper car for
the twenty-four hour trip, she sat in a seat so that
she could see what Ann saw and felt. She read
thousands of pages of slave narratives, in addition
to researching other details of the time period. She
carefully explains which parts of the book are true
and which are filled in.
The story is powerful; the reader wants to
cheer right along with Ann when she crosses the
border into Canada. The descriptions of human
lives and families being torn apart are heartwrenching. The details of the cruel, inhuman
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treatment imposed on the slaves are emotionally
stirring. The reader cannot help but applaud the
risks taken by abolitionists to assist those in need.
The book is compelling and offers a realistic look
at slavery.

••••
Chambers, Veronica. Marisol and Magdalena:
The Sound of Our Sisterhood. Hyperion,
1998. ISBNO-7868-2385-2. $20.49. 141 pp.
A 7-9 FI

Reviewed by Rachael W. Galvez

Even though they were born in the United
States, Marisol and her best friend, Magdalena,
enjoy many elements of their Panamanian culture.
Although their Spanish is limited, the girls share
in the food, festivals, and traditions of their older
relatives who came from Panama. They also
experience other adventures common to thirteenyear-old girls-from trouble with siblings to
hopes for boyfriends. When Marisol' smother
decides to send her to Panama for a year with her
grandmother, she is shocked and upset. She
becomes reconciled to the idea, because she
believes she will find her father, whom she has
never known. Parting with Magdalena is hard, but
in Panama, Marisol is befriended by a nice girl
who lives nearby. Marisol enjoys getting to know
her grandmother for the first time, and she even
learns to speak Spanish comfortably. Even though
her attempts to find her father are unsuccessful,
Marisol realizes she is lucky to have all the other
people in her life who love and care for her.
This book provides a balanced look at both
the familiar struggles of junior high life and the
taste of a different culture. I found Marisol to be
a very engaging character, though I felt her
change of heart at the end came rather suddenly.
I also wondered why the book was named for both
girls, even though Marisol was the main character
and nearly half the book took place in Panama
without Magdalena. In any case, enjoyed the
book, and I believe young people will too.

••••
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Daly, Niki. Bravo, Zan Angelo! Illustrated by
Niki Daly. Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 1998.
ISBN 0-374-30953-1. $16.00. Unpaginated.
A K-4 PB

Reviewed by Rachel Welton

It's the middle of the Renaissance in Venice,
and little Angelo Polo wants to perform as a
clown with his once-famous grandfather, Zan
Polo. Zan Polo objects at first, giving Angelo
many reasons why he cannot perform with his
troupe. Finally, Zan Polo consents to letting
Angelo crow like a rooster from behind the
backdrop. Elated, Angelo prepares himself for the
performance by getting himself a rooster-like
mask and altering his clothes to resemble the
plumes and cockcomb of a rooster. When the
performance begins, Angelo is tremendously
excited as he waits for his cue. Unable to resist,
Angelo peeks through the backdrop, and gives a
"cock-a-doodle-do"
during
his
rousing
grandfather's act. His grandfather is displeased,
but the crowd so much enjoys Angelo's act that
Zan Polo gives Angelo his own performing
name-Zan Angelo.
This delightful book, with its artistic
illustrations depicting Renaissance Venice, is a
fun read that would be enjoyable for all ages. The
author includes a historical note at the end of the
story that gives some background of the real street
performers of which Zan Polo was actually part.

list can provide a party with a fortune-teller or
help you figure out your life's destination. Do
you know how to read your palm? Get directions
from an apple? Make fortune cookies? With this
book available you do!
The directions are simple, and the illustrations
are clear and generous. This one' s a must-have.

The KidS' Guide to

fORTUNE

TELLING

© 1998 Kids Can Press

••••

••••

Dickson, Louise. The Kid's Guide to Fortune
Telling. Illustrated by Pat Cupples. Kids Can
Press, 1998. ISBN 1-55074-479-8. $5.95. 40
pp.

Evans, Richard Paul. The Christmas Candle.
Illustrated by Jacob Collins. Simon &
Schuster, 1998. ISBN 0-689-82319-3. $16.00.
32pp.

A 4-6 NF

A Pre+ PB

Reviewed by Janet O. Francis

An invaluable compendium to winning
friends and influencing people, this collection of
fortune telling tools will never spend a night on
the sheW
Combining modern numerical
calculations with the magic stuff of folklore, this

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol19/iss4/8

Reviewed by Gabi Kupitz

It's Christmas Eve on a deserted cobblestone
street. Thomas, a brooding young man who is
making his way home, carries a lantern containing
a spent candle. When he sees the light of the
village candlemaker's shop, he brushes past a
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beggar and enters the shop, only to accuse the
chandler of spending his energies making fancy
candles that only melt into a mass of wax.
Thomas wants a utilitarian candle. His arrogance
is countered by the stem wisdom of the chandler,
who promises that Thomas' new, inexpensive
candle will prove costly. And indeed it does. On
the trek home, Thomas comes across a beggar
woman who looks like his mother. Taking offhis
cloak, he wraps the woman in warmth. She then
disappears, and Thomas realizes it was a trick and
that he is now in danger of freezing. Next, the
lantern illuminates the form of a man who looks
like his brother lying in the gutter. Thomas picks
up his brother's body, struggles to carry him, and
decides to find the nearest shelter-a nearby inn.
The innkeeper demands payment. Thomas leaves
with the old innkeeper his knapsack containing all
the money he has, then realizes that the man who
he thought was his brother is really a stranger.
Thomas is confused and the innkeeper is
convinced that he is mad. Once again, Thomas
strikes out for home. In the distance he sees the
brilliant lights of home when he comes across a
little girl who shivers with cold. With nothing left
to give and not wishing to be duped again,
Thomas ignores her plea for food.
At home, Thomas is welcomed by his family.
A wonderful feast adorns the table. His
mumblings about a Christmas candle and an old
man catch his sister's attention. In her questioning
face, Thomas sees the cold beggar girl, and his
spirit makes a connection. He bolts from the warm
house in search of a child in need.
Minimal text and lavish, yet brooding,
paintings in dark, somber tones make this a
picture book for all ages, but especially for the
not-so-young.

••••
Flake, Sharon G. The Skin I'm In. Hyperion,
1998. ISBN 0-7868-0444-0. $14.95.171 pp.
B 6+ FI

Reviewed by Suzanne Ostvig

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1998

The Skin I'm In is an inside look into the life
of a black girl named Maleeka. Maleeka struggles
to accept herself and to be accepted by her peers.
Miss Saunders, a high-powered business woman
who decides to teach for a year, plays an
important role in helping Maleeka love herself
and develop her talent of writing. Miss Saunders
knows what it's like not to be immediately
accepted, because her face is blotched by a skin
condition.
Maleeka's friend Char brings Maleeka clothes
to wear at school everyday. Char is not the best
influence on Maleeka, and Ma1eeka must choose
if she will let Char control her life. This book will
bring smiles and feelings of empathy as Maleeka
faces challenges and learns to overcome them. It
teaches the importance of being able to accept
oneself regardless of one's differences. The moral
decisions junior high students face are
demonstrated, and the book shows that although
they make mistakes, junior high kids also have
good hearts. This book will be enjoyed by both
young and old as they are transported into
Ma1eeka's world. The Skin I'm In approaches life
honestly, showing that life is not always easy but
is well worth the effort.

• •••
Griffin, Adele. The Other Shepards. Hyperion,
1998. ISBN 0-7868-0423-8. $14.95.218 pp.
A 6+ FI

Reviewed by Rachel Welton

Eighth grader Holland Shepard and her
younger sister Geneva live in the shadow of the
siblings who died before they were born. "The
parents," as Holland and Geneva call them,
obviously love their two daughters but seem
unable to leave behind the memories of the
children that were so tragically removed from the
family. Holland spends much of her time playing
mother to Geneva, who has obsessive-compulsive
tendencies. When Annie shows up in the
Shepard's kitchen one day to paint a mural as a
birthday surprise for their mother, Holland and
Geneva are caught in her spell. Annie is like no
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one else they have ever mown, and even Geneva
seems healed when Annie is around. Annie plays
a pivotal role in helping Holland and Geneva
make peace with a past they never mew, though
the parents think that Annie is nothing more than
their daughters' imaginary friend.
A captivating and often heartwarming story,
The Other Shepards examines a close relationship
between two very different sisters and their
relationship with the siblings they never mew.
Towards the end of the book, the reader wonders
whether Annie is real or just a figment of Holland
and Geneva's imagination, but concludes that
Annie is real to the sisters, which is all that
matters. This book is a story of wounding and
healing, of sorrow and joy, of death and-most
important-of life .

••••
Hall, Zoe. Surprise Garden. Illustrated by Shari
Halpern. Blue Sky Press, 1998. ISBN 0-59010075-0. $15.95. Unpaginated.
A Pre+ PB

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

In this picture book, children prepare a garden
plot and are given "surprise" seeds. They must
tend and watch the garden to see what grows. As
the plants bloom and the blooms fall, the children
begin to see just what it is they have grown. They
soon learn that all the seeds they have planted are
edible. Some vegetables can easily been seen and
identified, such as beans and squash, but some are
just leaves that are eaten. Some need to be pulled
up, and it is the root that is eaten. Others grow tall
above their heads, and it is the seeds that are
eaten. The last surprise is a garden party.
The last page of the book lists the vegetables
and shows what the seeds and plants look like. If
one cannot actually plant any seeds, this is an
excellent way to grow an imaginary vegetable
garden for children. Other similar titles are
Growing Vegetable Soup and Planting a Rainbow
by Lois Ehlert.

••••
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol19/iss4/8

© 1998 Baje Whitethome, Sr.

Hammerschlag, Dr. Carl A. Sika and the Raven.
Illustrated by Baje Whitethorne, Sr. Turtle
Island Press, 1999. ISBN 1-889166-23-5.
$16.95. Unpaginated.
B+ 2-4 PB

Reviewed by Marsha Broadway

Young Sika wishes for a baby of her own
when she visit Anna and her new baby. When
Sika tells her wish to Uncle Eli, who is a wise
man and healer, he shares a Native American
legend of another young girl who had the same
wish. The girl seeks the help of Grandfather
Turtle, who gives her the test of caring for a bright
and beautiful raven. "But no matter how he begs
and sings," the girl can not let him out of his cage
for one year. The girl grows to love Raven and
finally agrees to let him fly if he returns to the
cage. Raven escapes, the girl proves she isn't
ready to have her own baby, and Grandfather
Turtle takes away Raven's song and beautiful
colors.
The story is intended as a lesson in patience
and in promise-keeping, but young readers may
miss the point. The framework story of Sika and
Eli ends with Sika saying, "I guess I'll have to
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wait for a baby." However, the final sentence,
which is printed without quotation marks but
appears to be Sika's thought, states, "I liked Uncle
Eli's story, but if Grandfather Turtle had given
Raven to me, I don't think I would have let him
out." Sika may not have learned patience but
simply that young girls do not have babies.
The strength of this book lies in
Whitethorne's bold color-filled illustrations that
reflect respect for and an understanding of nature
and Native American culture. Although
contemporary in style, the illustrations employ
elements of traditional Native American art and
iconography, particularly in the geometric
borders. This book would be well used in many
school and public library collections.

••••
Hoban, Julia. Acting Normal. HarperCollins,
1998. ISBN 0-06-023519-5. $14.95. 206 pp.
A 7+ FI

Reviewed by Wendy Bishop

Stephanie has no trouble "acting normal"
until an unpleasant childhood memory is brought
forth through the sense-memory acting method
she learns in her acting class. The objective of the
sense-memory method is to create a reality that is
non-existent.
The reality of Stephanie's childhood is
unpleasant, but it exists only for brief moments,
revealing itself through a childlike version of her
own voice. This voice comes out while at a bus
stop with her friend Dahlia. A truck driver is
hurting Dahlia, and suddenly Stephanie
remembers experiencing this same pain. The
voice comes out and freaks the truck driver.
Dahlia escapes, and Stephanie acts normal again.
Now that Dahlia is the victim and Stephanie
the audience, her childhood stage becomes more
clear. As Dahlia blames herself for the attack,
Stephanie can now help her friend understand
how ridiculous it is to blame yourself for abuse
perpetrated by others.
The storyline is powered by Stephanie's
ability to overcome. The reader will feel good at
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the end for Stephanie's progress and courage.
This book is an excellent choice and an example
of how to overcome sexual harassment and child
abuse.

••••
Inkpen, Mike. Nothing. Illustrated by Mike
Inkpen. Orchard, 1998. ISBN 0-531-30076-5.
$14.95. Unpaginated.
A Pre+ PB

Reviewed by Vicky M. Turner

The family is growing and moving to a new
home. Everything has been packed for the move
down the street to a larger house. Well, nearly
everything. Upstairs in the attic under an old rug
is the "Nothing." He has been unloved and
forgotten for so long that he no longer remembers
his name or what he was. He knows that he used
to stand upright and that he used to be played
with-but it has been a long time. When the big
rug was packed, he was left alone in the attic. A
passing mouse decides to help him, because it
knows that new people always throw everything
away. As they pass through a hole in the floor, the
"Nothing" realizes that he too once had a tail. In
the garden, the "Nothing" meets a fox and realizes
that once he too had ears-and stripes! He
wonders what he was. Then he meets a cat who
takes him home with him. Grandpa meets them at
the door and immediately recognizes the
"Nothing." Grandpa washes him and gives him
new ears, a new tail, and whiskers. The ''Nothing''
had been Grandpa's favorite toy, and now that he
is all cleaned up he is himself again-a small,
stuffed cat who now belongs to the new baby.
A new retelling of a Velveteen Rabbit kind of
tale. Anyone who has or remembers a long-loved
toy will love this book.

••••
Korman, Gordon. The 6th Grade Nickname Game.
Hyperion, 1998. ISBN 0-7868-0432-7.
$10.46. 154 pp.
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A 5-7 PB

Reviewed by Rachel Wad ham

Best friends Wiley and Jeff are masters at
giving niclmames to their fellow students and to
the faculty at Old Orchard Public School. When a
new girl, Cassandrea, moves into town, and Mr.
Hughes' job is threatened by their class's low
reading test scores, both Wiley and Jeffs
nicknaming ability and long-standing friendship
are threatened.
Korman has expertly crafted a fast-paced
snapshot look into the lives and loves, ups and
downs, of two friends and their sixth grade class.
The title is somewhat deceptive. The book focuses
more on the two boys' trials as they try to come to
grips with liking the same girl and with bringing
up their reading test scores than on the "nickname
game" the boys play. Extremely witty, this novel
teaches some subtle lessons about friendship and
the value of reading without letting the lessons
overpower the plot. Children aged ten to twelve
will find the characters easy to identify. with,
because the characters are very true to life. Fans
ofJon Scieszka and Lane Smith's Time Warp Trio
series can add this book to their must-read list.

••••
Krauss, Ruth. You're Just What I Need. Illustrated
by Julia Noonan. HarperCollins, 1998. ISBN
0-0602-7514-6. $14.95.28 pp.
A Pre-2 FI

Reviewed by Susie Quartey

A fun book about guessing, hide and seek,
and playing games with mom. It's a good choice
for toddlers but will also be enjoyed by readers
ages three to seven. The illustrations are life-like
and endearing.
The text is enjoyable, but the illustrations are
the outstanding feature of this book.

••••
Layefsky, Virginia. Impossible Things. Marshall
Cavendish, 1998. ISBN 0-761-45038-6.
$14.95.207 pp.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol19/iss4/8

A 5-8 FI

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

Brady has just turned twelve years old, and
his father, a widower, has a girlfriend named
Troy. Brady hasn't yet come to accept the death
of his mother, who died in an automobile accident
caused by a drunk driver. He's still carrying a lot
of hurt around with him. The good times the three
of them used to have together are still vivid
memories, and Brady wants to fmd a way to bring
her back. This hope is just one of the "impossible
things" that give meaning to the book's title.
Although I have never gone through an
experience like Brady's or personally talked to a
child of this age who has, I felt Brady's feelings
were portrayed realistically. Brady tells his own
story and often speaks directly to the reader:
"I got this idea. I'll tell you what it was. Get
ready to scream with laughter. I don't care.
What I thought was: maybe I could get her
back."
Impossible Things is an interesting combination of
reality and fantasy. Brady, on one of his trips to
his secret cave in the rocks by the beach near his
home, finds a newborn monster-like creature. He
communicates through thoughts with this
amazing, fast-growing creature, Excalibur, and he
begins to believe he really can get his mother
back. On one of his trips to the beach he saves a
young boy, Gareth, from being swept into the
ocean, and meets Gareth's widowed mother.
Brady, through his association with Gareth and
his mother, begins to feel loved and accepted. Just
as Brady saved Gareth from the storm, Brady's
association with Gareth and his mother saved him
from the storms in his life.
"And it was Gareth's mom, who was
beautiful, like Excalibur, and somebody who,
like my mom's smile, took me in out of the
storm and told me without words that
everything was positively all right forever,
because somebody loved me."
This is a beautiful story that emphasizes how
important communicating love is to all people,
especially those who are going through
challenging experiences. It might serve as an eyeopener for a parent or teacher who is having
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trouble communicating with a child who has lost
a loved one and is going through the healing
process. Layefsky is to be commended for not
using vulgar and profane language to portray
Brady's intense feelings.

••••
Llewellyn, Claire. I Didn't Know that Some
Plants Grow in Midair and Other Amazing
Facts About the Rainforest. Illustrated by
Myke Taylor and Jo Moore. Aladdin/Collier,
1998. ISBN 0-7613-0714-1. $19.90. 32 pp.
A 2-6 NF

Reviewed by Annette Van Wagenen

Open the pages of this exotic, informational
rain forest book, and all kinds of interesting facts
and tidbits will pop out. Many topics contain
hands-on projects, true or false quizzes, and
picture searches. Intriguing animals presented
include flying foxes, saltwater crocodiles, and
mud skipper fish.
The illustrator has captured the feeling of the
rain forest with his detailed, water-colored
pictures. It's amazing how much can be learned
about a place that is so far removed from most
people's experiences. This book captures the
wonder and problems faced by a part of the world
that is important to all.

••••
Marsden, John. A Killing Frost. Houghton
Mifflin, 1998. ISBN 0-395-83735-9. $15.00.
275 pp.
A 9-12 FI

Reviewed by Rachel Wad ham

The third of seven planned books in a series
that started with Tomorrow, When the War Began
(1995), and Dead ofNight (1997), A Killing Frost
(published in Australia and the UK under the title,
The Third Day, The Frost) is the continued story
of Ellie and her friends. After Australia is invaded
and taken over by foreigners, a small group of
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gutsy teenagers survive by hiding in the bush,
while they launch guerrilla attacks to help defeat
their enemies. In A Killing Frost, the teens
develop and carry out their most dangerous plans
yet: to rescue their friend Kevin, who is captured
in the first book, and to blow up a large container
ship that is located in one of the enemy's most
strategic command posts, Cobbler's Bay .
As exciting, harrowing, and realistic as the
first two novels in the series, A Killing Frost
cannot stand on its own, for it needs the context
and plot exposition of the first two novels. Much
more violent, but with much less of the sexual
content of the first two books, this book is sure to
be a favorite of teenagers who enjoy science
fiction or who are reluctant readers. Teachers will
find these books excellent places to spark in-depth
discussion on various ethical issues. Fans of the
series will be interested to know that book four,
Darkness Be My Friend, and book five, Burning
for Revenge, have been published and are
available in Australia and the United Kingdom.
Book six, The Night is for Hunting, will be
available in Australia and the United Kingdom in
early 1999.

••••
Marzollo, Jean. I Spy Gold Challenger! Illustrated
by Walter Wick. Scholastic, 1998. ISBN 05909-04296-3. $12.95. 32 pp .
A K+ FI

Reviewed by Annette Van Wagenen

All you I Spy fans, get ready to be challenged.
This book is for those who love to find every
single thing in every single riddle, including the
extra credit riddles. The creators of the I Spy
series took their favorite pages from previous
books and compiled them into this book. They
created super-hard riddles to accommodate the
many requests in children's letters for more
difficult ones.
Each photographed page is filled with
interesting and countless objects set in a particular
theme. Tum the page and there is another unique
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work of art. This book will provide hours of
challenging entertainment.

••••
Matcheck, Diane. The Sacrifice. Farrar, Straus &
Giroux, 1998. ISBN 0-3743-6378-1. $16.00.
198 pp.
A 6+ FI

Reviewed by Wendy Bishop

Matcheck's first novel uses graphic detail to
instance the unmerciful bloodshed of the Morning
Star Sacrifice, a ceremony performed by the
Pawnee tribe for whom the observance is religious
in nature and vital to their survival.
A girl is born with a twin brother. The mother
dies in childbirth, and later the boy also dies when
he is trampled by horses. It had been prophesied
that one of the twins would die young, and the
other would become a great leader among the
Apsaalooka (Crow) Indians. The father, believing
his son's death to be an accident, cannot believe
his daughter will become the destined leader. She
is determined to prove him wrong by convincing
her people that she, not her brother, is the "great
one."
At first, she has no respect for animals but
delights in killing them to prove she can be a great
warrior. However, the story takes a different turn
when she is captured by the Pawnee tribe, and her
own life is on the line. She remembers having
heard from some Shoshone traders that "the
Pawnee cut out the hearts of captive girls." Her
terror diminishes as these foreigners treat her with
an unfamiliar respect. She cares deeply for one in
particular, Wolfstar, the bundle keeper, who later
proves his loyalty and helps her to survive.
This is a story about love and sacrifice, a
story about the value of human life and the
complexities behind giving and taking a life.'
Although the blood and gore may be offensive to
some young readers, they cannot be kept from
evaluating and measuring the cost of true
friendship.

••••
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol19/iss4/8

Meeuwissen, Tony. Remarkable Animals.
Illustrated by Tony Meeuwissen. Orchard,
1998. ISBN 0-531-30066-8.
$15.95 .
Unpaginated.
A K-6 PB

Reviewed by Annette Van Wagenen

This delightful flip book introduces the reader
to ten animals. An interesting description of each
animal is given in a three-part segment. These ten
remarkable creatures can become up to one
thousand bizarre beasts with astonishing new
identities. With the flip of a page, the name,
description, and illustration entirely change. A
weevil can turn into a wunkfitor complete with an
explanation of its characteristics.
This book provides entertainment as well as
factual information. The illustrations depict
brilliantly each animal, and their bold, bright
colors are eye-catching and appealing. Get ready
to find out all about the Rhossullar.

••••
Mikaelsen, Ben. Petey. Hyperion, 1998. ISBN 07868-0426-2. $15.95. 280 pp.
B+ 6+ FI

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

Petey is born with cerebral palsy. When his
parents leave him in the care of the state, he is
misdiagnosed as an "idiot." Consequently, Petey
grows up in a mental institution. Despite the poor
conditions, Petey develops lasting relationships
with others and shows a zest for life. Years pass,
and Petey becomes wary of those around him
because of broken promises and losses. When
Petey is an old man, Trevor, an eighth-grade boy
who has just moved into town, comes into his life.
He is friendless, as is Petey. His family is busy
and unable to respond to the loneliness Trevor is
facing. Together, the two establish a fast
friendship.
Petey is a marvelous example of an individual
nsmg
above
physical
obstacles
and
circumstances. The book allows the reader to
better understand cerebral palsy and the
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difficulties of those suffering from the disease.
The moral of the book is a good one.
This book is an ideal choice for social studies
teachers doing service learning projects with their
students. The characters are endearing. Trevor's
character, however, is somewhat unbelievable.
Trevor's entire out-of-schoollife becomes caring
for Petey-taking him for walks, taking him
fishing and hiking. He is successful in tracking
down and reuniting old friends of Petey's,
obtaining a new wheelchair, and convincing
doctors to perform surgery on Petey. This is some
thirteen-year-old boy!
Nevertheless, the
tenderness of the book is impressive. It is
definitely appropriate for some audiences and
situations.

in a place where it seems as if time stands still.
Finally, Josh has the opportunity to thwart a
murder plan hatched by a fellow "prisoner." In
putting the interests of the villagers before his
own, Josh finds that his prison has been one of his
own making.
A fantasy, Sang Spell incorporates elements
of historical and realistic fiction to weave a
suspenseful story of those who have sought and
attained peace juxtaposed with Josh, who is still
trying to find inner peace and his place in the
physical world. A non-lurid skinny-dipping scene
and the graphic details of latrine-building are two
of the many episodes in which Josh travels
outside of his previously sheltered and ordered
life.

••••

••••

Naylor, Phyllis Reynolds. Sang Spell. Atheneum,
1998. ISBN 0-689-82007-0. $16.00. 176pp.

Newth, Mette. The Dark Light. Translated by
Faith Ingwerson . Farrar, Straus & Giroux.
ISBN 0-374-31701-1. $17.00. 245 pp.

A 6+ FI

Reviewed by Gabi Kupitz

"On a night even demons howl for their
mothers, Josh stood on the edge of the highway,
thumbing a ride." And so starts Josh's journey.
After his mother's recent fatal car crash, Josh is
an orphan, just five months shy of getting his
driver's license. Bowing out ofa backpacking trip
with a friend along the Appalachian Trail planned
for the first three weeks of August and not due at
Aunt Carol's Dallas home until the twenty-fourth
of that month, Josh is determined to experience
some freedom by hitchhiking to Texas. The driver
who gives Brian a ride beats him, takes off with
his money, and leaves him in the area of Sang
Hollow-wherever that is. Josh is rescued by a
woman driving a horse-drawn wagon. Eventually,
he fmds that he is somewhere in the Appalachians
in a community of Melungeons who harvest the
valuable ginseng, called "sang" by the locals.
The village of Canara is the Melungeons'
answer for the safety and peace they have always
sought, but for Josh it is a prison from which there
is no escape. Even as he tries to leave, he finds
himself going in circles and always ending back

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1998

* 6+ FI

Reviewed by Cinda Clement

Thirteen-year-old Tora is a mountain child in
Norway, living a harsh existence as the youngest
child in a family ruled by a harsh, negative
grandmother. Although Tora is bullied by her
older brothers, she finds friendship and kindness
in her friend Endre. After he leaves to find work,
she finds that she has leprosy and is deserted by
her family to be roughly carted off to the hospital
for lepers. The rest of the story tells of her
experiences in the hospital. As Tora's disease
progresses, she struggles to find meaning to her
life and the death she sees around her. As she
serves and grows to love the people around her,
she fmds a productive, satisfying life in a horrible
situation. She learns to forgive, and to give and
accept love.
This book is a treasure. The attitude of the
main character allows her to live a valuable life,
even as a leper dying in the hospital. While
depicting, quite graphically, the progress of the
disease on the body, the author also presents a
soul that grows strong and brightens in love, self-
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knowledge, and acceptance. The language is
beautiful, and the story is well told. Although a
story on leprosy would naturally be sad, this one
is much broader than sad, suggesting that attitude
is at least as important as experience in this
life-a good lesson for all to learn. This book is a
translation, but the beauty of the story and the
presentation have been preserved.

••••
Palatini, Margie. Zoom Broom. Illustrated by
Howard Fine. Hyperion, 1998. ISBN 0-78680322-3. $14.95. Unpaginagted.
B+ K-4 PB

Reviewed by Marsha D. Broadway

In this rip-roaring sequel to Piggie Pie, Gritch
the Witch is again looking for a delectable nibble,
but her broom stalls in midair-A PROBLEM!
Gritch's search for new transportation takes her to
Foxy's. Foxy is a sleazy salesman, but Gritch
refuses to be flim-flammed into a rug or pumpkin.
She demands "a Zoom Broom. A stick that's
quick." After a "Who's on first?" routine with
"WITCH 1 is the one you want" (the brooms are
named WITCH 1, WITCH 2, etc.), Gritch gets her
transportation and the better of Foxy as they go
for a spin.
To Palatini's humorous text, Fine adds
electrifyingly funny illustrations in bright jewel
tones. The PalatiniJFine duo goes to extremes to
create memorable humor, and this picture
storybook soars soothly until the ending, which,
like Gritch's broom, seems to splutter and stall in
midair. Even the smallness and loss of detail in
the final illustration seem to emphasize the weak
ending. Zoom Boom will delight Piggie Pie fans,
even though the ending and last illustration are
disappointing. Piggie Pie is the better of the two.

••••
Paulsen, Gary. Brian's Return. Delacorte, 1999.
ISBN 0-385-32500-2. $15.95. 115 pp.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol19/iss4/8

A 6+ FI

Reviewed by Gabi Kupitz

After Brian's adventures in Hatchet, The
River, and Brian's Winter, it is understandable
that the muscular and adventure-seasoned
teenager hardly fits into the typical citified,
teenage-male mold. Brian doesn't care for the
pastimes of his friends: hanging out at the mall,
discussing girls or who is currently doing drugs,
and other teenage time-wasters. Even a juicy
hamburger and a hot pizza have lost their appeal.
When Brian literally beats the tar out of the star
football player, who actually initiated the
confrontation, Brian is assigned to Caleb
Lancaster, a giant of a man and a family
counselor. Caleb is also blind and black. After
initial introductions and then a briefing on Brian's
adventures-he is famous, after all-Caleb asks
Brian to tell him something about the woods that
he, Caleb, can see in his mind. After thinking a
while about his wilderness survival feats, Brian
describes a sunset for Caleb. It is Caleb who
suggests that Brian go back-back to the woods
and the Cree family that rescued him.
Brian's preparation and his journey back into
the wilderness is the study of a young man who,
in longing to find himself and his place in the
world, returns to the site of his physical and
spiritual grounding. Short chapters, page-turning
adventures, and the insights Brian discovers about
himself and those who have gone before are some
of the elements that make this Paulsen-promised
"final book about Brian" a satisfying read.

••••
Peck, Robert Newton. Nine Man Tree. Random
House, 1998. ISBN 0-679-89257-5. $17.00.
170 pp.
B+ 5+ FI

Reviewed by Tom Wright

Perhaps one of the disadvantages of writing a
book of such merit as A Day No Pigs Would Die
early in one's career is that you are always being
measured against it. It is regrettable that Nine
Man Tree doesn't quite measure up. The book is
well written. It captures some delightful dialect of
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interior Florida, and Peck certainly introduces
some colorful characters. But, this story doesn't
move the soul as does the earlier work. Peck gives
us a story (not terribly unique, save its setting in
the Florida swamps) instead of a testament. I
apologize for having such high expectations.
Yolee Tharp lives in the south Florida
swamps with a loving, abused mother, a wretch of
a father, and an adoring sister. The story revolves
around a renegade 500-pound boarhog that is
terrorizing the back water community. Imagine
Jaws with a mutant Babe. A number of folks are
attempting to kill the beast in several gripping
scenes (I'm serious about Jaws).
Nine Man Tree comes from an Indian legend
about life's end for a warrior. A local Calusa
Indian has become Yolee's guardian angel,
unbeknownst to him. He appears in the end to
save the day and join his destiny with that of the
great boarhog. This is a good story, well written,
but it does not have the haunting beauty of A Day
No Pigs Would Die.

••••
Powling, Chris. Roald Dahl. Carolrhoda, 1998.
ISBN 1-57505-274-1. $21.27.24 pp.
B 2-4 NF BI

Reviewed by Janet O. Francis

After a long, dry spell without many
biographies written for younger readers, several
series are making an appearance. The Tell Me
About series fits this niche nicely, if not with
distinction.
Illustrated with copious photos and touching
lightly on most aspects of Roald Dahl's
interesting life, this easy-read could lead into
some of Dahl's own writing, autobiographical or
otherwise, which would be infinitely worthwhile.
Once captured by Dahl's crisp, witty dialogue,
these young readers could find a whole new
reason for books.
In the meantime, knowing a little about real
people is a turn-on for reluctant readers; these
biographies could meet that requirement. Included

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1998

in the series are Frederic Chopin, Beatrix Potter,
and Vincent Van Gogh, among others.

••••
Prelutsky, Jack, editor. Imagine That. Illustrated
by Kevin Hawkes. Knopf,1998. ISBN 0-67988206-5. $18.00. 45 pp.
A 4-8 PT PB

Reviewed by Janet O. Francis

Traditionally, poetry is a tool of
communication, that condenses and enhances
meaning to its essence. Prelutsky's new
collection, Imagine That, does the essence thing,
but the communication depends a lot on the
reader.
Germane to the collection are nonsense words
(Dr. Seuss, Ogden Nash and other masters
included), frenetic descriptions that create
glowing pictures of the never-seen, and a general
suspension of disbelief making all things possible,
if not welcome.
For browsing, programs, or reading aloud
after lunch.

••••
Pullman, Philip. Count Karlstein. Illustrated by
Diana Bryan. Knopf, 1998. ISBN 0-67989255-9. $18.99. 243 pp.
A 6-9 FI

Reviewed by Rachel Wadham

In nineteenth-century Switzerland, the evil
Count Karlstein plans to sacrifice his two young
nieces, Charlotte and Lucy, to fulfill his villainous
blood pact with Zamiel the Demon Huntsman.
When the girls' faithful servant, Hildi Kelmar,
and their former teacher, Miss Augusta
Davenport, discover the Count's plot, it is up to
them and a host of other enchanting characters to
foil his wicked plans.
Count Karlstein is a delightful gothic
melodrama that is eminently suitable for middlegrade readers. It is far from being as intense as
Pullman's Dark Materials or the Sally Lockhart
series. With alternate chapters told from the
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viewpoints of various characters, this novel is
stylistically rich and will appeal to all genders
even though the main characters are girls. The
plot's Dickensian twists and multiple subplots
may be daunting to some readers, but everything
works out beautifully in the end. First published in
the United States sixteen years after its debut in
Britain, this novel will be a fresh and exciting
addition to any collection. Librarians and teachers
will find this book a wonderful way to steer young
readers away from R.L. Stine-type books.

••••

look at, a feathery goose to cuddle, a great big
kiss from the cow, a flock of wooly sheep to keep
baby warm, and a tree full of birds to sing baby to
sleep. Little Brother thinks he knows what baby
wants: to be picked up, cuddled, kissed, wrapped
in his quilt, and sung a soft lullaby. He is
successful!
Anyone who has cared for an infant or has a
baby in their family will enjoy this cute story.
Youngsters and adults alike will be amused at the
solution each family member comes up with and
the pandemonium caused when flowers, goose,
cow, sheep, and birds are each brought into the
house. What lengths we go to please when we
know that babies need to be wrapped up in a
warm quilt, looked at, cuddled, and sung to by
someone they love! Barton's homey, realistic, but
cartoon-like illustrations are perfect for this
pioneer farm setting in which the extended family
lived and faced life's daily challenges together.
The front and back inside covers portraying the
early morning activity and night time calmness of
the prairie farm are beautiful.

••••
Rosenthal, Paul. Yo Aesop, Get a Load o/these
Fables. lllustrated by Marc Rosenthal. Simon
& Schuster, 1998. ISBN 0-689-80100-9.
$16.00. Unpaginated.
A 4+ PB
© 1998 Jill Barton

Root, Phyllis. What Baby Wants. lllustrated by Jill
Barton. Candlewick Press, 1998. ISBN 07636-0207-8. $15.99. Unpaginated.

* Pre+ PB

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

Everyone in the family-Grandma, Grandpa,
Aunt, Uncle, Big Sister, and Little Brother-is
anxious to take care of the baby so that Mother
can sleep. When the baby starts crying, each
family member, positive they know what Baby
wants, in turn fetches it only to find their remedy
doesn't work. The rest of the family look on
hopefully as each idea is tried: pretty flowers to
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol19/iss4/8

Reviewed by Bethanne Andersen

If Aesop were alive today he would probably
dust off some of his stories and, as they say, "tell
it like it is." This is the idea behind Yo Aesop, Get
a Load o/these Fables. Surprising morals, a sense
of adventure, and beautiful visual descriptions of
characters and situations as only this author can
describe give this book all the twists and turns of
a moral roller coaster.
The drawings capture the excitement and set
the mood. The full-page illustrations leave you
wanting more. This book is a great escape through
comedy and a must for teachers with a wiggly
class to entertain. It's a must for born-again lovers
of fable.

••••
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Ross, Kathy. Craftsfor Kids Who are Wild About
Oceans. Illustrated by Sharon Lane Holm.
Millbrook Press, 1998. ISBN 0-7613-0262-X.
$26.44. 48 pp.
A 1-5 NF

Reviewed by Annette Van Wagenen

This is another wonderful book in a series of
craft books designed to inspire young crafters.
Well-written instructions and informative color
illustrations ensure both enjoyment and success.
There are ten projects from which to choose.
Tidbits of interesting information come with each
activity. Whether the crafts are simple to make or
time-consuming, they are invariably fun. The
jazzy cover and page borders give the feel of the
ocean. This book begs to be picked up and used.

••••
Sachar, Louis. Holes. Farrar, Straus & Giroux,
1998. ISBN 0-374-33265-7. $16.00. 233 pp.

* 6+ FI

Reviewed by Nancy C. Evensen

An undeserved stay in Camp Green Lake, a
juvenile facility, helps Stanley Yelnats IV gain
confidence, friends, and good fortune. Stanley's
family has a history of bad luck, which they
blame on their "no-good-dirty-rotten-pig-stealinggreat-great-grandfather." Stories of the past are
woven into the text to help explain Stanley's
expenences.
When a pair of stolen shoes fall from the sky,
Stanley claims them, totally unaware that they
were donated by baseball hero Clyde Livingston
for a celebrity auction. Of course, the judge
refuses to believe Stanley'S story. Stanley is
given a choice between Camp Green Lake and
jail. Because his poor family have been unable to
send him to a summer camp, Camp Green Lake is
their choice.
"There is no lake at Camp Green Lake." This
is a clue to the reader that things will not be as
they seem. Rather, Camp Green Lake is a dry, flat
wasteland where the boys are required to rise each
day before dawn and dig a hole five feet by five
feet. Besides the digging, the camp has scorching
sun, poisonous snakes, spiders, lizards, and a
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1998

warden who paints her fmgernails with rattlesnake
venom. Despite its difficulties, the situation
enables Stanley to learn about friendship. When
he figures out that there is a bigger purpose for
digging holes than "building character," the plot
begins to thicken.
Holes is an example of the expression "what
goes around comes around." In this case, it just
takes a few generations of Stanley Yelnats to do
so. The book has a suspenseful storyline filled
with irony that cheers for society's underdogs.
Holes is truly exceptional.

• Editor's Note: Holes was chosen as the 1999
Newbery Award winner.

••••
Schroeder, Russel. Mulan: Special Collector's
Edition. Disney Press, 1998. ISBN 0-78683173-1. $16.95. Unpaginated.
A 5+ NF

Reviewed by Bethanne Andersen

You mayor may not have seen the movie, but
you'll love the story of how an idea is made into
an animated feature. Mulan takes you through
artistic inspiration, behind-the-scenes of the
animation, and tells of the visual development of
background scenes and characters. This book
shows how new technology is working to bring
joy to many.
If you are the least bit interested in how
things are done and want to see the work required
to bring an idea to the big screen, you will love
this book. It's better and more informative than
the movie. A must for "How is it done?" types of
children and adults.

••••
Seymour, Tres. The Revelation of Saint Bruce.
Orchard, 1998. ISBN 0-531-30109-5. $16.95.
120 pp.
A 5+ FI

Reviewed by Wendy Bishop

Being good is just in Bruce's nature. That's
why everyone calls him Saint Bruce.
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The students want to be able to have a study
hour rather than attending assemblies, but they
need a teacher to sponsor them. Mr. Farmer tries
to warn them that this same request has been
brought up before with disastrous results. Saint
Bruce assures Mr. Farmer that the same thing will
not happen again.
Sure enough, when the sponsor cannot be in
class one day, Bruce's friends act irresponsibly.
Bruce had not been to class that day but later finds
out the details in spite of his request that they not
tell him. Later, the sponsor questions Bruce about
the matter, and because Bruce's nature is to tell
the truth, his friends are suspended. Bruce soon
finds out how cruel his friends can be.
Mr. Farmer points our that there are four
reasons people are moral: fear of punishment,
expectation of reward, belief that they're doing
what's best for others, and because it is simply in
their nature. At the root of each behavior is a
motivation.
The first two are rooted in
selfishness, fear, and desire. The third is based on
conceit and insecurity, which leads back to fear
and self. The fourth reason is the only one in
which selfishness is not a factor.
With Bruce, the reader learns that doing the
right thing can sometimes be the result of wrong
motives. Even though Bruce's motives are pure,
he learns that doing the right thing sometimes
comes at a high price.

••••
Shannon, David. A Bad Case of Stripes.
Illustrated by David Shannon. Blue Sky
Press, 1998. ISBN 0-590-92997-6. $15.95.
Unpaginated.
A 4+ PB

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

Young people and some adults often worry
about what other people think and what
impressions they make on others. The dangers of
this personality quirk may be gently learned by
reading about young Camilla Cream. Her
concerns about fitting in cause her to break out in
a bad case of stripes all over her body! The
doctors, finding she's not contagious, permit her
to go to school. There Camilla finds her stripes
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol19/iss4/8

turn into blue and white stripes and stars, polka
dots, and checkerboard patterns according to the
whims of her peers. Camilla is sent home and is
examined by more doctors, who go away stumped
by her mysterious rash. Camilla feels hopeless
until an old woman comes to her home and cures
her by giving her a dish of lima beans to eat. Lima
beans are Camilla's favorite, even though they are
unpopular. Before her "disease," Camilla would
never admit to liking lima beans, because her
friends didn't like them.
This imaginative storyline expresses
interesting aspects of peer pressure and selfesteem. It could easily be used as an interesting
read-aloud selection to begin a health or values
discussion in a school or home setting. It is
important that individuals like and feel secure
with who they are, what they look like, and what
they can do. In addition, Shannon's colored
illustrations are vibrant and animated, and they
show a particular talent for vividly portraying
facial expressions.

••••
Shannon, David. No, David! Illustrated by David
Shannon. Blue Sky Press, 1998. ISBN 0-59093002-8. $14.95. Unpaginated.

* All PB

Reviewed by Bethanne Andersen

Every family has a child like David-a
charming boy who can't seem to stay out of
trouble. David does everything-from banging
pans to running out of the house naked when
mom's not looking. You will feel the joy it is to
be David as his mom yells, "No, no, no, David!"
yet loves him dearly.
Shannon's drawings are done in a delightful,
childlike style as though young David is doing
self-portraits. Full-page illustrations invite us into
David's world as if we were with him on every
misadventure. This book is good for the whole
family. It's a trip down memory lane for adults.
• Editor's Note: This book was chosen as a 1999
Caldecott Honor Book.

••••
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Simmons, Jane. Come Along, Daisy! Illustrated
by Jane Simmons. Little, Brown, 1997. ISBN
0-3167-9790-1. $12.95. Unpaginated.

* Pre-2 PB

• •••

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

Daisy, a cute, energetic duckling, likes
discovering the exciting fish, dragonflies, and
frogs in the river, but doesn't realize she has
strayed from safety until she looks up and Mama
isn't there! The river and the riverbank can be a
scary place when you're alone! After she is
reunited with her mother, Daisy still likes to
explore, but she stays close when Mama Duck
says, "Come along, Daisy."
Simmons' text is succinct and can be easily
understood by toddlers and preschoolers. My oneand-a-half-year-old granddaughter loved it!
Simmons' colorful illustrations, though simple,
express action. The blend of text and cute
illustrations delivers a valuable message about
safety for all children.

••••
Tomlinson, Theresa. Child of the May. Orchard,
1998. ISBN 0-5313-0118-4. $15.95.120 pp.
A 5+ FI

Will they succeed? This book keeps the reader in
suspense until the very end.

Reviewed by Annette Van Wagenen

Forestwife, a remote habitat in Barnsdale
Forest, has been home to the lovely Magda her
whole life. Adventure is what she longs for, not
the drudgery of working long hours with her lifetime caretaker, Marian, who is a healer. The forest
is safe-but tedious. She becomes weary of taking
care of sick and helpless people. Trained in
archery and fighting, she disguises herself as a lad
in order to accompany her father John (Little
John) and his friend Robert (Robin Hood) on a
rescue mission to save Lady Matilda and her
daughter Isabelle from imprisonment. The
mission is successful, but the evil Sheriff of
Nottingham seeks revenge.
This is a fast-paced tale of love, valor, and
vengeance. The familiar Robin Hood story takes
on a new twist as it is told from a female
character's point of view. Outnumbered by the
enemy, they must fight with wit against weapons.
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1998

Torres, Leyla. Liliana's Grandmothers. Illustrated
by Leyla Torres. Farrar, Straus & Giroux,
1998. ISBN 0-374-35105-8. $16.00.
Unpaginated.
A Pre+ PB

Reviewed by Suzanne Ostvig

Liliana loves both of her grandmothers, even
though they are from different cultures. This book
shows cultural differences through the eyes of a
child who is very willing to accept both ways of
life.
Liliana's Grandmothers would be a good
book to teach children about other cultures, not
only through its dialogue but also its pictures. The
book demonstrates aspects of Spanish culture
through pictures that portray a parrot, mate, and
religious symbols, such as a crucifix and an image
of a woman praying. Children will be familiar
with Liliana's experiences with her grandmother
in the United States. This book demonstrates that
variety in culture is positive and is very readily
accepted by a child like Liliana. The book is also
available in a Spanish-language edition.

••••
Voake, Charlotte. Here Comes the Train.
Illustrated by Charlotte Voake. Candlewick
Press, 1998. ISBN 0-763-60428-0. $15.99.
Unpaginated.
B K-3 PB

Reviewed by Bethanne Andersen

This story and its illustrations ring out with
sound and action as a bike ride of a young girl,
her little brother, and her father leads to a bridge
where a train is passing underneath. The book
catches the excitement and sound of a simple
event.
Voake captures the thrill of a big train as it
screams and whooshes by as a bridge full of
people watch the train pass. The eloquent pen and
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ink drawings are done in a loose, joyous style.
Here Comes the Train gave me butterflies.

••••
Warner, Sally. Sort of Forever. Knopf, 1998.
ISBN 0-679-88648-6. $16.00. 136 pp.
B 3-6 FI

Reviewed by Cinda Clement

Warner explores the experiences and feelings
of two twelve-year-old best friends as one of then
slowly dies of cancer. The author focuses mostly
on the healthy friend, who goes through feelings
of anger, fear, sadness, and isolation as she tries
to support her sick friend and to live her own life.
The author tells the story in good taste,
without a lot of melodrama, but lets the reader
feel how it might be to experience the death of a
friend.

••••
White, Ellen Emerson. Voyage of the Great
Titanic: the Diary of Margaret Ann Brady.
Scholastic, 1998. ISBN 0-590-96273-6.
$9.95. 197 pp.
A- 4+ FI

Reviewed by Sandra L. Tidwell

Fourteen-year-old Margaret Ann Brady is
hired as a companion/maid for the wealthy Mrs.
Cartstairs, who will be sailing from London to
New York on the maiden voyage of the Titanic.
Margaret, who was orphaned at a young age, grew
up at the St. Abernathy's Orphanage for Girls in
Whitechapel. She thought herself very fortunate to
receive free passage to America, where she
planned to join her brother, William, in Boston.
Margaret's twenty-four diary entries tell the
reader of the sharp contrast between her childhood
and the elegant life of a first-class passenger on
the Titanic. It also describes the sudden, tragic
sinking that killed over 1500 people. Margaret
was one of about 700 survivors.
This is another book in the Dear America
series, which provides an interesting avenue for
young readers to relive history through another
child's point of view. However, it is only a
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol19/iss4/8

fictionalized account. White explains this at the
end of the book: "Margaret Ann Brady is a
fictional character, created by the author, and her
diary is a work of fiction." Margaret is a
believable character, but at times the insights and
attitudes Margaret expressed were unrealistic for
a fourteen-year-old who grew up in the working
class in London and had very little education
outside of the girl's school. With a fictional
character, the "Epilogue," which tells the reader
what Margaret did after she arrived in New York
City and explains the rest of her life, may mislead
young readers. Obviously, Margaret is a
composite of the lives of many real people. Which
people? A more fitting epilogue would have told
the reader about the lives on which the author
based her fictional character, and what became of
them after they survived this terrible tragedy. I did
enjoy the historical note entitled "Life in
America: 1912," which tells other particulars
about the Titanic and includes pictures of the huge
ocean liner, maps of the voyage, and a timeline.
The Titanic continues to be a popular topic for all
ages. This selection would be a good addition to
a school or public library fiction collection.

••••
Wilder, Laura Ingalls. Laura and Nellie (A Little
House Chapter Book). Illustrated by Renee
Graef. HarperCollins, 1998. ISBN 0-06027496-4. $13.89. 67 pp.
A 2-6 FI

Reviewed by Cinda Clement

Laura dislikes Nellie Olsen from the day they
meet, when Nellie wrinkles up her nose and calls
Laura a "country girl." Each chapter chronicles
another adventure and, usually, another run-in
with Nellie.
This chapter book is taken from the Little
House on the Prairie series and has its same good
and gentle feeling, with lessons concerning
relationships and moral values. Children will find
enjoyment and learn from it.

••••
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Wilson, Nancy Hope. Flapjack Waltzes. Farrar,
Straus & Giroux, 1998. ISBN 0-374-32345-3.
$16.00. 144 pp.
B 5-8 FI

Reviewed by Rachel Welton

Natalie was only in sixth grade when her
sixteen-year-old brother Jimmy died in a car
accident. Two years later, Natalie is still fractured
by the memories and the loss she has suffered.
She no longer associates with her best friend
Zheng, whose older brother survived the crash.
Natalie's mother sleeps all the time, and her father
cracks lame jokes and acts as if nothing were
amiss. When an empty house in the neighborhood
is sold, Natalie hopes a girl her age will move
there. Instead, an old German professor named
Herta Ehrlich moves in. Through Herta's
friendship, Natalie begins to mend the pieces of
her past that have so wounded her present.
While a good story with decent development
of the character Natalie, the book is lacking in
many areas. Herta's character, who lost a father in
the Holocaust, is shallow; her influence on Natalie
is superficial for the reader. Despite its minor
deficiencies, this book would probably be very
helpful to a youth dealing with a loss similar to
Natalie's because of its insights into the process
of healing after experiencing a death so close to
home.

••••
Wisniewski, David. The Secret Knowledge of
Grown-Ups. Illustrated by David Wisniewski.
Lathrop, Lee & Shepard, 1998. ISBN 0-68815339-9. $16.00. Unpaginated.
A 4+ PB

Reviewed by Bethanne Andersen

You fmd a crumbled, secret note, take a peek
when no one is looking, and enter the top-secret
world of grown-ups. You learn everything from
why you eat vegetables (to keep them from
walking the earth) to why you shouldn't pick your
nose (because it's disgusting and your brain may
deflate).
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1998

This clever book would be perfect to read to
the after-lunch set, but beware-you may end up
on the floor laughing to death. The truth is hard to
take. If there are children who need a clue about
why their parents tell them to do certain things,
this book answers their questions with creative
humor. I would have liked to see more full-page
illustrations, but the text is a hit.

••••
Woodruff, Elvira. Dear Austin, Letters from the
Underground. Knopf, 1998. ISBN 0-67988594-3. $17.99. 137 pp.
B 4-9 FI

Reviewed by Cinda Clement

This story, set in Pennsylvania in 1853,
unfolds through letters written from Levi to his
big brother, Austin, who has gone to Oregon to
homestead. Levi tells his brother about his life
and adventures with his friends, some of whom
are free, black children, at a time when the
underground railroad is bringing black slaves to
freedom in the north. Some men are stealing
northern free blacks to take south and sell as
slaves. One of Levi's friends is stolen; Levi and
the stolen girl's brother try to save her.
This interesting story includes some lessons
on prejudice and human kindness. Some of the
plot development is unrealistic, but overall, it
would be educational and interesting for the
young reader.

••••

Woodson, Jacqueline. If You Come Softly.
Putnam, 1998. ISBN 0-399-23112-9. $15.99.
181 pp.

* 7-12 FI

Reviewed by Rachel Welton

Miah and Ellie have a deep and wonderful
relationship, but they are often the point of
speculation and ridiculed because of one
thing-Miah is black and Ellie is white. Neither
Miah nor Ellie sees their respective skin colors as
a barrier, but even Ellie's liberal older sister tells
29
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Ellie she should think twice about dating an
African-American.
A powerful look into race relations in the
modern world, If You Come Softly will leave
readers angry at the unfair prejudice that still
exists in our "enlightened" society. The surprising
and violent ending may seem out of place to
some, but the shock is just what is needed to wake
readers up from their passivity. Miah and Ellie are
pioneers in their love, and their relationship
changes many attitudes about the nature of race in
society.

should be allowed to discuss and read about issues
that are of interest to them, and they believe that
faith and the spirit are matters children often
consider.
The topic and plot of the book are certain to
attract the interest of readers. The book
successfully deals with issues of faith, religion,
love, families, boy-girl relationships, and courage.
As Coville has explained, the two authors
collaborating on one work truly is an example of
the whole being greater than the sum of the parts.
It is an outstanding read.

••••

••••

Yolen, Jane and Bruce Coville. Armageddon
Summer. Harcourt Brace, 1998. ISBN 0-15201767-4. $17.00. 272 pp.

Zindel, Paul. ReefofDeath. HarperCollins, 1998.
ISBN 0-06-024728-2. $15.89. 177 pp.

* 6+ FI

Reviewed by Naney C. Evensen

A group of believers occupy the top of a
remote mountain, confident they will be among
the elect saved from mass destruction of the world
scheduled to occur on July 27, 2000. Marina, a
young girl full of religious fervor, and her family
are among the faithful. Jed, on the other hand,
comes to the mountain top out of devotion to his
father rather than out of faith. As tension on the
mountain grows, Marina and Jed come to rely on
each other for friendship and support. When the
unexpected occurs, Marina and Jed's quick
thinking and courage allow some to escape the
horror of the Armageddon.
The style of this book is unique in that it is
written in alternating first person. Marina and Jed
take turns sharing their feelings about the same
experiences while on the mountain top. Yolen
wrote Marina's portion while Coville took the part
of Jed. The character development is exceptional.
Marian and Jed's relationship is portrayed in a
tasteful, positive way.
Religion is a novel topic for adolescent
literature. Some librarians and teachers may feel
uncomfortable with addressing this issue;
however, Yolen and Coville feel that children
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol19/iss4/8

NR 6+ FI

Reviewed by Cinda Clement

Seventeen-year-old PC leaves his family to
fly to Australia to help his uncle and an aboriginal
girl investigate the death of her brother on the
Great Barrier Reef.
While some of the author's books are listed
on the Recommended Books for the Reluctant
Reader List, this reviewer can't recommend this
book. The plot is thin, and there is very little
relationship development. It is supposed to be a
mystery adventure, but much of it is just plain
violence and gore, with a sadistic woman scientist
thrown in to mete out torture. Little space is given
to plot development, character development, or
any other qualities which make up a good book.

••••
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New in Paperback
By Janet O. Francis
Juvenile Literature Cataloger
Harold B. Lee Library
Brigham Young University

The following books have recently appeared in
paperback, either for the first time or after a long
absence from the marketplace. All are
recommended.
Baker, Keith. Big Fat Hen. Voyager Books, 1999.
0-150201951-0. $6.00. Unpaginated. Preschool. A familiar counting-rhyme book with
illustrations spectacular enough to be framed.
This is the way to teach art from the
beginning.
Bowen, Gary. Stranded at Plimoth Plantation.
HarperCollins, 1994.0-06-440719-5. $9.95.
81 pp. Grades 3-6. Elegantly reproduced and
colored, these woodcuts of a year in the
Plimoth Plantation, accompanied by the
perceptive journal of the thirteen-year-old
artist, furnish a moving testament of the
beginnings of civilization in the United
States.
Conrad, Pam. Stonewords: A Ghost Story.
HarperTrophy, 1998. 0-06-440354-8. $4.95.
130 pp. Grade 5+. Stone words from the
cemetery with haunted days to match. Zoe
and Zoe Louise will haunt your thoughts long
after you read this arresting book.
Draanen, Wendelin Van. How I Survived Being a
Girl. HaperTrophy, 1998. 0-06-440725-X.
$4.95. 163 pp. Grades 3-6. Carolyn dresses
like a boy, has the haircut of a boy, and thinks
like a boy; but when it comes down to reality,
she's still a girl. How can she live that down?

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1998

Kerr, M.E. "Hello," I Lied. HarperTrophy, 1998.
0-06-447193-4. $4.95. 171 pp. Grades 7-12.
This matter-of-fact story of a homosexual
teen who struggles with his feelings is not for
everyone, but Kerr writes well and
perceptively.
Lane, Rose
Wilder.
Young Pioneers.
HarperTrophy, 1998.0-06-440698-9. $4.95.
175 pp. Grade 3+. David and Molly are a
teenage couple living in an age when the
plains were waiting to be settled. They grow
up together through hardship and joy.
Lincoln, Abraham. The Gettysburg Address.
Houghton Mifflin, 1994. 0-395-88397-0.
Illustrated by Michael McCurdy. $6.95.
Unpaginated. Grade 4+. Long known by all
school children, the Gettysburg Address has
stood the test of time. This edition, with its
strong, somber illustrations, is one no child
should miss.
Mansell, Dom. If Dinosaurs Came to Town.
Little, Brown, 1998. 0-316-67028-6. $5.95.
Unpaginated. Grades 1-4. Dinosaurs are
always on top of the list. These comic
illustrations show the havoc wreaked by a
hypothetical modern-day visit from the
monsters; they are also accompanied by
scientifically accurate facts and names.
Nix, Garth. Shade's Children. HarperTrophy,
1998.0-06-447196-9. $5.95. 344 pp. Grades
9-12. A few hurnan children have escaped the
Change to run, to hide, and to rescue those
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few who escape the creative manufacturing
places. Science fiction with a zing.
Nordstrom, Ursula. The Secret Language.
HarperTrophy, 1998. 0-06-440022-0. $4.95.
167 pp. Grades 3-5. Poor Victoria, it is her
first day in a new boarding school, and all she
can do is cry. But then she meets Martha and
Mother Carrie.
Spinelli, Jerry. Wringer. HarperTrophy, 1998.006-440578-8. $4.95. 228 pp. Grades 3-6.
Somehow the wholesale death of animals is
never considered death, but sometimes
someone comes along and sees truth for what
it is; Wringer is the story of such a person.
Temple, Frances. The Beduin's Gazelle.
HarperTrophy, 1998. 0-06-440669-5. $4.95.
150 pp. Grade 6+. A new twist on an old
romance: Romeo and Juliet set in a desert
with clear descriptions and real characters.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol19/iss4/8
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Play Reviews

Bennet, Cherie. Zink: The Myth, The Legend, The
Zebra. Dramatic Publishing, 1998. ISBN 087129-864-3. $5.50. 59 pp.
A 3-6

Reviewed by Harold R. Oaks

Young Becky Zaslow is fighting leukemia
with the help of her family and a herd of
imaginary zebras. The zebras, represented in the
real world by a small stuffed animal, offer a
refuge where Becky can be without illness and
explore complex relationships. In the imaginary
African world there are predators-the
lions-who may attack the herd at any time. This
eventually offers the green monkey, Shlep, an
opportunity to prove his courage.
Becky wants to be in a talent show, but when
the time arrives, the lions are almost upon her and
she is not able to sing with the energy she desires.
She demonstrates courage by dealing with her
peers without pity and by passing into the African
world with dignity as a leader to be emulated. A
satisfying immortality is represented in this
extension of life beyond the debilitating effects of
disease.
This play should be an excellent springboard
for exploring a range of ideas and feelings among
both those who stay and those who moves on.
Calls for a cast of eleven (4 F, 6 M, 1 either) with
double casting; larger cast if desired.
Recommended for experienced production
compames.

••••
Foon, Dennis. Mirror Game. Blizzard Publishing,
1992.
ISBN 0-921368-24-0.
$10.95
(Canadian funds). 63 pp.
B+ 10-12

Reviewed by Melinda Mathes Wolfer

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1998

Mirror Game's story line is established by
Bob, Maggie, Luke, and Sara's agonizing teen
problems: low self-esteem, puberty, dating
relationships, and school. While trying to grow up
and establish identities, these friends become
involved in tricky love triangles. Although Bob is
attracted to Sara, she is going steady with Luke, a
jealous boyfriend who beats her up. Sara will not
break off the relationship, because Luke threatens
to commit suicide. Meanwhile, in the midst of his
infatuation, Bob is oblivious to the attraction that
his best friend Maggie has for him. Bob takes
advantage of their friendship, eats her lunches,
monopolizes their conversations with his troubles,
and is insensitive to her needs.
Throughout the play the audience sees the
teens in various settings and learns about many
facets of their lives. When they are alone (popping
zits in a bathroom or smoking in a bedroom) the
four characters talk to themselves or have
flashbacks of frightening familial events,
revealing the abuse that occurs in their homes.
Unfortunately, many of their difficulties are
perpetuated by abuse suffered at home. Bob is
continually belittled by negligent, bickering
parents. Maggie takes on responsibility beyond
her years by tending to her inebriated mother, who
drinks to deal with family stress. Luke is
physically abused regularly, following his
irrational father's false accusations. Sara seeks to
stay away from home where daily, her mother's
boyfriend beats up on her and her family
members.
The adult characters include the four
teenagers parents and Mr. Moss, a school teacher.
Scenes involving the adults are meant to be
portrayed in an expressionistic way: their voices
are heard and their silhouettes seen from behind a
large screen.
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One reason Mirror Game is an excellent play
is that it emphasizes that abuse is a learned,
cyclical behavior. One of the most heartwrenching scenes occurs when a father realizes
that one of the family pets is missing and wants
his son to take the blame. Although the son is
obviously not involved with the lost-pet incident,
the father bullies and slaps him around until the
son confesses. At the end of the scene the
audience pities the boy and realizes the boy is
Luke-Sara's terrorizing boyfriend-as a child.
In the next scene Luke mirrors his father's
behavior and slaps Sara around in a jealous rage.
The audience simultaneously experiences
compassion for Luke as a child, and anger
towards Luke as a boyfriend and insight into
Luke's irrational behavior.
Mirror Game is also an excellent play
because instead of solving the problems and
giving a happy ending, it shows realistic,
empowering ways to deal with abuse. This play
advocates relying on good friends and teachers for
help when emotional support is not available at
home (Bob, Maggie, and Sara's subplots). It also
portrays the positive effects of terminating
negative relationships outside the home (Sara and
Luke's subplot).
Mirror Game delivers a skillful balance of
poignant and provocative subject matter, with
humor, light-heartedness and entertainment. It is
certain to appeal to youth for years to come. In his
introduction, the
playwright encourages
multiracial casting to reflect our society
accurately. This production is also suitable for
touring companies, since it can be performed with
a minimum of four actors, and scenic
requirements are minimal. Because of its
emotional content, this play is recommended for.
experienced performers.

••••
Fridell, Squire. The Bard. Elridge, 1997.68 pp.
A+ 9-12

Reviewed by John Tolch

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol19/iss4/8

In Act I, we have a very dramatic presentation
of theatre history and the setting for
Shakespeare's writing. There is an exchange
between a "Wise Guy" and the cast. Their dialog
explains and develops Shakespearean techniques.
The intent is to encourage audience participation
in the production. In Act II, there are abridged
scenes from A Midsummer Night's Dream, Romeo
and Juliet, Twelfth Night, Merry Wives of
Windsor, and Macbeth. The final scene is a brief
presentation of Shakespeare's life and works.
The major thrust of this play is to present
Shakespeare as a major playwright in a historical
context and to demonstrate how he relates to
students and audiences today. The play achieves
this purpose. The cast is large but flexible. The
setting is unique and simple. It also requires the
use of a rear slide projector. This play should be
an excellent work for teaching Shakespeare to
contemporary audiences, and it's fun, too.

••••
Fridell, Squire. Greek to Me. Elridge, 1997. 75
pp.
A 9-12

Reviewed by John Tolch

Greek to Me provides an energetic, engaging
look at how theatre developed-from the first
actor who spoke aloud to the idea of using
scenery. That premise flows into a variety of
scenes from the great plays of Aeschylus,
Sophocles, Euripides, and Aristophanes. Scenes
show how drama developed-both tragic and
comedic-and how drama was important to
ancient Greeks. The purpose is to show the
audience how and why theatre developed in this
classic period.
This script is well devised and should be an
excellent introduction to theatre as an art form. It
should work well in high schools to make theatre
history lively and entertaining. The set is simple
and uses rear slide projection. Costumes are
simple and should not break the bank. Lighting
can enhance the production, but there are no
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special effects (except for the rear projection).
Casting is very flexible and can be done with
anywhere from 12 to 50 actors. This should be a
fun, artistic way to teach the development of
drama.

••••
Korty, Carol. Plays From African Folktales.
Players Press. ISBN 0-88734-659-6. 97 pp.
A 3-6

Reviewed by Athena Madan

An anthology of four African tales adapted
for the stage, African Folktales would be fun for
children to perform. The script is complete with
ideas for costumes, makeup, music, masks, and
intermittent interludes. There is much movement,
music, and sound with ideas that are amusing and
magical but educational. In addition, the funloving characters (mostly animals) are clearly
more clever than their silly, half-witted human
counterparts. The short lines are reinforced with
movement, making them easy for children to
memorize. Korty's easy-to-follow suggestions are
thorough, ranging from simple to elaborate,
though presented in such a way that the
performance would not be limited to these
suggestions. The play requirements themselves
are simple and flexible. For an elementary teacher
with limited theatre experience, this book would
be a useful reference.
Following is a brief synopsis of each of the
African tales:
The Man Who Loved to Laugh. A happy-hearted
Man saves a snake from an unjust death and is
rewarded with a feather that will give him the
magical ability to hear animals talk. Only there is
one condition: ifhe tells anyone about this ability,
he will die. Through the events that follow, this
tale teaches indirectly the importance of
happiness, understanding, and trust.

Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1998

Mr. Hare Takes Mr. Leopard for a Ride.
Nonchalant Mr. Hare decides to teach Mr.
Leopard a lesson in being polite, even ifhe is big.
For this pair, brain is bigger than brawn.
Ananse's Trick Does Double Work. Ananse uses
uncertified fear against Old Hag to lure his
industrious friends into giving him all their food
instead of selling it at the market. But soon his
friends discover that their loss is Ananse' s gain,
and they devise a plan for him to get their goods
back.
The Turtle Who Wanted to Fly. Wistful Turtle
sings his plaintive plight. He can't run very fast,
swim very far, or dance very well. All he can do
is sing. But what he really wants to do more than
anything else is fly! He befriends two pigeons,
discovers that flying isn't all it's touted to be, and
realizes it's pretty good to be his singing-turtleself after all.

••••
Lyndersen, Pat. King Artie and the Knights of the
Rad Table. Pioneer Drama, 1997.46 pp.
A- 3+

Reviewed by Tabatha Odom

Fun describes this play - fun to read and
probably even more fun to produce. This modern
King Arthur story is in comic form-modem-day
dress and language with the classic story of
Camelot. Merlin has been put under a spell to
sleep and wake up in 1500 years, but he
oversleeps and wakes up in the present. He is
supposed to take a modern hero back to save
Camelot, but he selects a boy named Artie and
one of his friends (by accident). The friend is a
girl named Gwen. They go back to the days of
Camelot and modernize the place. They defeat the
evil Morgan La Fey with a little help from the
knights.
This would be a delightful script for older
students to stage for younger students. The props
and sets need not be elaborate; the authors suggest
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being innovative to lend additional fun to the play.
Music is available in score or tape form.

••••
McClelland, C.E. Certain Arrangements.
Anchorage Press, 1998. ISBN 0-876-02356-1.
31 pp.
A- 5-8

Reviewed by Harold R. Oaks

It is January in the inner city. An AfricanAmerican boy enters a flower shop. He wears a
gang jacket and moves about the shop looking
vaguely at the flowers and plants, then puts his
hand in the pocket of his jacket and moves toward
the sixty-year-old woman who owns the shop. But
instead of a gun, he hands her a piece of paper.
She suspects it is a hold-up note, but instead it's a
letter from the local priest introducing the boy as
being in Green Thumbs, a youth rehabilitation
program that places young people in florist shops
to work for minimum wage during court-ordered
probation.
The boy is all bravado as he tells of stealing
a car, thus making him a "juven-ile offender"
rather than just a "juven-ile delinquent." He even
agrees with his friend to use his job at the shop as
a front to deliver drugs. But over the next few
months he grows fond of the old woman and
eventually stays to help her when she becomes ill.
When his friend comes to see why the flower/drug
delivery isn't being made, the boy says he is
staying to help the woman and goes so far as to
give back his gold chain, earring, and gang
sweater. This costs him a beating but saves his life
(his friend is killed in an argument with the drug
dealer).
This play focuses on one
boy-one life influenced by another. It offers
some hope in the face of despair. The characters
are well developed (2 boys, 1 priest, 1 older
women); the language is believable, the setting
simple. The message is clear but not pedantic.
Recommended for professional theaters or very
experienced amateur groups.

https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol19/iss4/8

••••
Morris, Vera. Mr. Toad's Mad Adventures.
Pioneer Drama, 1997. 40 pp .
B- K-6

Reviewed by John Tolch

Scene 1 introduces the main characters and
establishes that Mr. Toad is conceited,
flamboyant, and reckless. Toad announces he will
buy a motor car and the animals go off to lunch.
Sc.2: An eerie night scene. Field mice are
discovered by the Weasels (thugs). There is body
whacking with caps. Weasels plan to attack Mr.
Toad. Sc.3: Farm women discuss Toad's terrible
driving record. Sc.4: Toad Hall. Badger and others
get Toad to mend his driving craze, only to find
out he can't give up the pleasure. Badger and
others decide to lock Toad in his room until he
comes to his senses. Sc.5: Weasels chant "down
with Toad." Sc.6: Toad's bedroom. Toad plans his
escape from the other animals. Sc. 7: Outside Red
Lion Inn. Toad comes to the inn, discovers a red
car and steals it. Sc. 8: Courtroom. Toad appears
before the judge. He is sentenced to 20 years in
jail. Sc.9: Prison cell. There is a plot to free toad.
Sc.lO: Scene between Barge woman and Toad.
Toad is disguised as a washerwoman. Sc.11:
Badger, Rat, and Mole inform Toad that the
Weasels have taken over Toad Hall. Toad is given
a pardon. Toad plots to get rid of sentries. Sc.12 &
13: A tunnel. Weasels are partying. Animals plan
attack. They chase away the weasels. Toad is
reformed and mends his ways. Sc.14: Dining Hall.
Party time. Toad closes scene with a new
craze-golfing. End of play.
The play is very episodic, as can be seen from
the story line above. The play must move rapidly,
and I suggest there can be no attempt at realism,
only suggestions of animals, scenes, and
costumes. There are many props. Lighting can
help very much but could be a problem for some
producers. The theme of the play centers on a
rogue character, and if it is not done properly, it
could send the wrong message to young people.
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••••
Shakespeare's Cinderella. Elridge, 1997. 24 pp.
B- 6-8

Reviewed by John Tolch

Cinderella (that isn't her real name) labors
away for her wicked aunt and evil cousins. Her
stepmother believes that learning just
monopolizes the time a woman can spend being
beautiful, so she burns all the books in their
cottage. Cinder manages to save a copy of Romeo
and Juliet, which she reads whenever she gets a
chance, but that also gets burned. With a little
help from a silly fairy godmother, Cinder attends
a palace ball and impresses the Prince. After
Cinder flees the ball, the Prince looks for a
woman who can complete his Shakespearean
quote. When he finds the woman with an intellect
to match his own, (Cinder) he snatches her up,
learns her true name, and they live happily ever
after.
I see very little reason to do this play. The
characters are weak; the dialog is very simple and
sometimes tawdry. There are set changes that
could be a major problem in a work this short. I'm
not sure we learn much from Cinderella's
memorizing Romeo and Juliet as an intellectual
requirement for fmding her prince--()r vice versa.

••••
Simmonds, Rae N. The Shamrock Road.
Anchorage Press, 1998. ISBN 0-876-02362-6.
46pp.
B 4-6

Reviewed by Athena Madan
and Harold Oaks

The McDonoughs are down and right out of
luck. Pa McDonough has been killed by a
runaway horse, their mare Blackie swells up and
dies, and Jack the Horse Thief "legally" steals
their newly acquired mare, Dolly, which they had
got for practically free. It's up to little Jimmy
McDonough to hit the Shamrock Road in an effort
to get Dolly back. Little People (The
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1998

Leprechauns) guide his way, and traveling circus
Gypsies find sympathy in his unlucky plight. It
literally is a two-ring circus, but through it all, the
luck 0' the Irish prevails: The McDonoughs and
Dolly are reunited, and Jack the Horse Thief (with
a little Gypsy magic) is awakened to a sense of
justice.
There is a sense of fun in the script, drawn
from the colorful language and "travellin' folk"
characters. Action is quick, and several songs and
possible dance numbers may allow students to
become familiar with Irish folklore and culture.
Characters are mostly sketched and, although
the title page calls it "A Musical Play," there is no
reference to music being available for the eight
songs in the script. The cast is flexible, with nine
main parts (SM, 4F) plus groups of travellin'
people, gypsies, and leprechauns. The show could
perhaps be done by young people, but the lines
may be difficult to memorize because they
attempt to capture the Irish dialect. Several scene
changes also offer a challenge for mounting the
production.

••••
Sophocles. Antigone. Adapted by George Judy.
Pioneer Drama, 1997.61 pp.
A 9-12

Reviewed by Tabatha Odom
and Harold Oaks

Judy's Antigone is adapted from Sophocles'
play of the same name and has the same plot.
Antigone is the daughter of Oedipus and her story
is also tragic. She must choose between following
the law of the gods or the decree of the king, a
decision that could cost Antigone her life. The
author has modernized some of the language (set
it in the most "free" of free verse), but the overall
Greek feeling and power remain. It is intended to
represent the ongoing conflict betweem man's
artistic and spiritual powers and his sometimes
destructive nature. But there is no easy villain and
there should be no easy answers. The author asks
for "a contemporary experience of mythic
proportions. "
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The play contains odes that are meant to be
performed with live music (created by the cast or
musicians) or chanted in stylized, ritualistic
manner to provide commentary and advance the
action. With careful work, this could be an
excellent experience for both performers and
audiences. Recommended for experienced
performers, high school and up.

••••
Stevenson, Robert Louis. Treasure Island: The
Adventures of Jim Hawkins. Adapted by
James DeVita. Contemporary Drama, 1996.
49pp.
A- 4+

Reviewed by Harold R. Oaks

Young Jim Hawkins helps Billy Bones, gets
a treasure map, goes on a voyage, and has many
exciting adventures. This adaptation of the
Stevenson classic follows the original in character
and dialogue. The action is swift and compelling,
and the turns of plot keep the viewer wondering
who will have the treasure when all is over.
Settings are briefly described and need not be
elaborate, even though action takes place in an
inn, on board ship, below decks, and on the island.
Sound effects and lighting will be required to help
set location and enhance the action. There are
some violent scenes with guns, swords, and
knives. This version was staged professionally
with suggested double casting. Very experienced
amateur groups may wish to try it, with expanded
casting beyond the 16 speaking parts (15 M, 1 F) .

last futile effort to take control---or escape-they
resolve to jump off a high mountain cliff. But
there they meet the six-fingered man-who does
not eat bread, but thrives on misery, pain, and
loneliness!
This loathsome creature first
encourages, then cajoles and finally tries to force
the three to jump, but when faced with the actual
pain and consequences of such a thing, they fight,
singly and together, to defeat this personification
of self-loathing and destruction. But the sixfingered man's undoing comes by the sweet song
of an improvised violin rather than by the sword,
and in the end he bursts out crying and literally
dissolves into a puddle of tears that brings back
the river oflife to the whole village below.
This play about death and life captures the
pain of dejection and the resolution of a strong,
purposeful existence. Still has not only made the
characters come alive for us, but has also made
them embody some of our own fears, dejection,
dishonesty, and pain. This play was originally
commissioned by the Center Theater Group/Mark
Taper Forum, where it is currently being staged,
and was developed at both the Kennedy Center
New VisionslNew Voices and at the Sundance
Playwrights Laboratory. It was also directed by
Peter Brosius for the Honolulu Theater for youth.
It calls for a cast of seven (4 male, 3 Female), all
playing multiple roles.
Recommended for
professional theaters or very experienced groups
who are able to work with sophisticated material.

••••

••••
Still, James. In the Suicide Mountains, A Village
Fable. Unpublished, 1998. 68 pp.

*

4+

Reviewed by Harold R. Oaks

Chuda (the dwarf), Christopher (the neglected
prince), and Armida (the blacksmith's daughter)
are each rejected by the village and left alone.
They don't feel they control their lives, and in a
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/cbmr/vol19/iss4/8
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Book Publishers
ATHENEUM, 1230 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, NY 10020
BANTAM DOUBLEDAY DELL PUBLISHING
GROUP, 1540 Broadway, New York, NY
10036
BLUE SKY PRESS, see SCHOLASTIC
CANDLEWICK PRESS, 2067 Massachusetts
Ave., Cambridge, MA 02140
CAROLRHODA BOOKS, see LERNER
COPPER BEECH BOOKS, see MILLBROOK
PRESS, INC.
CROWN BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS, 201
East 50th St., New York, NY 10022
DELACORTE
BOOKS,
see
BANTAM
DOUBLEDAY DELL PUBLISHING
DIAL BOOKS FOR YOUNG READERS, see
PENGUIN USA
DISNEY PRESS, 114 Fifth Ave., New York, NY
10022
FARRAR, STRAUS & GIROUX, 19 Union
Square W, New York, NY 10003
HARCOURT BRACE TRADE PUBLISHERS
CHILDREN'S BOOKS DIV, 525 B. St.,
Suite 1900, San Diego, CA 92101-4495
HARPERCOLLINS CHILDREN'S BOOKS, 10
E. 53,d St., New York, NY 10022
HENRY HOLT & CO., 115 W. 18th St., New
York, NY 10011
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN CO., 222 Berkeley St.,
Boston, MA 02116
HYPERION BOOKS FOR CHILDREN, 114
Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10011-5690
KIDS CAN PRESS, 85 River Rock Drive,
Buffalo, NY 14207-2170
KNOPF, see RANDOM HOUSE
LATHROP LEE & SHEPARD, 1350 Avenue of
the Americas, New York, NY 10019
THE LERNER PUBLISHING GROUP, 241 First
Ave. N, Minneapolis, MN 55401
LITTLE, BROWN AND CO., 3 Center Plaza,
Boston, MA 02108-2003
MARSHALL CAVENDISH, 99 White Plains
Road, Tarrytown, NY 10591
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MILLBROOK PRESS, 2 Old New Milford Road,
Brookfield, CT 06804
ORCHARD BOOKS, 95 Madison Ave., New
York, NY 10016
PENGUIN USA, 375 Hudson St., New York, NY
10014
PUTNAM & GROSSET GROUP, 200 Madison
Ave., New York, NY 10016
RANDOM HOUSE, 201 East Fiftieth St., New
York, NY 10022
SCHOLASTIC INC., 555 Broadway, New York,
NY 10012
SIMON & SCHUSTER BOOKS FOR YOUNG
READERS, 1230 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, NY 10020

Play Publishers
ANCHORAGE PRESS, PO Box 8067, New
Orleans, LA 70182
BLIZZARD PUBLISHING, 301-89 Princess St.,
Winnipeg, Manitoba, CANADA R3B 1K6
CONTEMPORARY DRAMA, PO Box 7710,
Colorado Springs, CO 80933
DRAMATIC PUBLISHING COMPANY, PO
Box 129, Woodstock, IL 60098
ELDRIDGE PUBLISHING CO., Box 1595,
Venice, FL 34284
PIONEER DRAMA SERVICE, INC., PO Box
4267, Englewood, CO 80155
PLAYERS PRESS, PO Box 1132, Studio City,
CA 91614-0132
STILL, James, 633 Flower Ave. #3, Venice, CA
90291-2780
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